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Typographic Conventions

Typographic Conventions

Type Style Description

Example Words or characters quoted from the screen. These include field names, screen titles,
pushbuttons labels, menu names, menu paths, and menu options.
Textual cross-references to other documents.

Example Emphasized words or expressions.

EXAMPLE Technical names of system objects. These include report names, program names,
transaction codes, table names, and key concepts of a programming language when they
are surrounded by body text, for example, SELECT and INCLUDE.

Example Output on the screen. This includes file and directory names and their paths, messages,
names of variables and parameters, source text, and names of installation, upgrade and
database tools.

Example Exact user entry. These are words or characters that you enter in the system exactly as
they appear in the documentation.

<Example> Variable user entry. Angle brackets indicate that you replace these words and characters
with appropriate entries to make entries in the system.

EXAMPLE Keys on the keyboard, for example, F2  or ENTER .
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Data Protection and Privacy

SAP Customer may use SAP API Management to process and monitor personal
information in terms of relevant data protection legislation. It is the SAP
Customer’s responsibility to use the SAP API Management only in compliance
with the relevant data protection laws.
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1 Overview

This section provides an overview of the SAP API Management API Platform On-Premises Installation.
The SAP API Management API Platform On-Premises, Edition consists of following modules:
· API Platform (aka Gateway)
· Analytics Services
· Developer Services
· SAP API Management BaaS

This version of the document has details specific to version SP08.

 Note
SAP API Management Developer Services are not available for installation through an on-premise
installer. Developer Services are available in the on-premise installation of SAP API Management by a
separate script.

API Platform

SAP API Management API Platform (aka Gateway) is the core module of SAP API Management and is the main
tool for managing your APIs. The Management UI provides tools for adding and configuring your APIs, setting up
bundles of resources, and managing developers and apps. The API Platform (aka Gateway) offloads many
common management concerns from your backend API. When you add an API, you can apply policies for
security, rate limiting, mediation, caching, and other controls. You can also customize the behavior of your API by
applying custom scripts, making call outs to third-party APIs, and so on.

Software Components

SAP API Management Platform is built from the following primary components:
· SAP API Management Server
· Apache ZooKeeper
· Apache Cassandra
· SAP API Management Edge Router
· SAP API Management Edge Message Processor
· OpenLDAP
· SAP API Management Edge UI
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SAP API Management Platform is designed inorder to install all the above components on a single host or
distribute among several hosts.

Analytics Services

SAP API Management Edge Analytics Services has powerful API analytics to see long-term usage trends. You
can segment your audience by top developers and apps, learn about usage by API method to know where to
invest, and create custom reports on business-level information.
As data passes through SAP API Management, several default types of information are collected including URL,
IP, user ID for API call information, latency, and error data. You can use policies to add other information, such as
headers, query parameters, and portions of a request or response extracted from XML or JSON.
All data is pushed to SAP API Management Analytics Services, where it is maintained by the analytics server in the
background. Data aggregation tools can be used to compile various built-in or custom reports.

Software Components
SAP API Management Analytics Services comprises of the following primary components:
· QPID Server

o Apache Qpid messaging system
o SAP API Management Qpid Server service - A Java service used to manage Apache Qpid

· Postgres Server
o PostgreSQL database
o SAP API Management Postgres Server service - A Java service used to manage the PostgreSQL database

SAP API Management BaaS

SAP API Management BaaS is a complete backend as a service (BaaS) for powering mobile and Web apps that
you install as an addition to SAP API Management Edge. SAP API Management BaaS gives app developers access
to a flexible data store and key differentiating features such as social graphs, geolocation, user management,
push notifications, performance monitoring, and more. SAP API Management BaaS makes these features
available with SDKs for iOS, Android, JavaScript, and others, letting app developers focus on creating the rich
features and user experience that truly differentiate a client app rather than burning time implementing core
backend services and infrastructure.
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SAP API Management BaaS Features

The following diagram illustrates how SAP API Management BaaS components interact.

Figure 1: SAP API Management BaaS Overview and Architecture

Software Components

SAP API Management BaaS is built from the following primary components:
o SAP API Management BaaS Stack - deployed in the Tomcat webserver
o SAP API Management BaaS Portal (API Backend UI) - deployed in the Nginx web server
o ElasticSearch - distributed full-text search engine. ElasticSearch can be installed on the same node as

SAP API Management BaaS Stack, or on its own node.
You can scale the SAP API Management BaaS REST API capability horizontally by adding Tomcat servers and
using a Load Balancer to route web requests to all your active servers.
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Developer Services Portal

SAP API Management Developer Services Portal is a template portal for content and community management.
It is based on the open source Drupal project. The default setup allows creating and managing API documentation,
forums, and blogs. A built-in test console allows testing of APIs in real time from within the portal.
Apart from content management, Developer Services Portal has various features for community management
such as manual/automatic user registration and moderating user comments. Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
model controls the access to features on the Developer Services Portal. For example, you can enable controls to
allow registered user to create forum posts, use test consoles, and so on.
The SAP API Management Edge deployment script does not include Developer Channel deployment. Developer
Channel deployment on-premises is supported by its own installation script.

 Example
Using the Developer Services Portal, you can enable controls to allow registered user to create forum
posts, use test consoles, and so on.
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2 On-Premises Deployment

An on-premises installation of core SAP API Management (Management and Analytics) provides the
infrastructure required to run API traffic on behalf of the on-premises client’s customers.
The services provided by the on-premises installation of Management portal includes (but are not limited to):
· A Router handles all incoming API traffic, determines the API proxy that handles the request, balances

requests across available Message Processors, and dispatches the request. The Router terminates the HTTP
request, handles the SSL traffic, and uses the virtual host name, port, and URI to steer requests to the
appropriate node.

· A Message Processor processes API traffic for a specific organization and environment and executes all
policies.

· An Apache Cassandra stores application configurations, distributed quota counters, API keys, and OAuth
tokens for applications running on the gateway.

· An Apache ZooKeeper contains configuration data about all the services of the zone and which notifies the
different servers of configuration changes.

· An OpenLDAP (LDAP) to manage system and organization user and roles.
· A Management Server to hold these pieces together. This offers an API that is used by the Central Services

server to communicate with the servers in each on-premises installation.
· A UI provides browser-based tooling that lets you perform most of the tasks necessary to create, configure

and manage API proxies, API prodcuts, apps and users.
The services provided by the on-premises installation of SAP API Management Analytics include:
· A QPID Server manages queuing system for analytics data.
· A Postgres Server manages analytics database.

The following diagram illustrates how the components interact:

Figure 2: Conceptual Component Interactions
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3 SAP API Management Installation

This section of the document covers the following:
· Before you install
· Installation Options
· Install SAP API Management

Before you install

Installation Requirements

This section explains the requirements for SAP API Management installation.

3.1.1.1 Hardware Requirements

You must meet the basic hardware configurations that support the basic host installation. For all installation
scenarios described above, the following tables list the minimum hardware requirements for the installation
components.
In these tables the hard disk requirements are in addition to the hard disk space required by the operating system.
Depending on your applications and network traffic, your installation might require more or fewer resources than
listed below.

Installation Component RAM CPU Hard Disk

Cassandra 16GB 8-core 250GB with SSD or Fast HDD supporting
2000 IOPS

Message Processor/Router
on same machine

8/16 GB 4/8-core 100GB

Analytics - Postgres/Qpid
on same server (not
recommended for
production)

16GB* 8-core* 500GB - 1TB** network storage***,
Preferably with SSD backend,
supporting 1000 IOPS or higher*.

Analytics - Postgres
standalone

16GB* 8-core* 500GB - 1TB** network storage***,
preferably with SSD backend,
supporting 1000 IOPS or higher *.
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Installation Component RAM CPU Hard Disk

Analytics - Qpid standalone 8GB 4-core 20GB - 500GB local storage with SSD or
fast HDD
For installations, greater than 250 TPS,
HDD with local storage supporting 1000
IOPS is recommended.

Other (OpenLDAP, UI,
Management Server)

4GB 2-core 60GB

*Adjust Postgres system requirements based on throughput:
· Less than 250 TPS: 8GB, 4-core can be considered with managed network storage*** supporting 1000

IOPS or higher
· Greater than 250 TPS: 16GB, 8-core, managed network storage*** supporting 1000 IOPS or higher
· Greater than 1000 TPS: 16GB, 8-core, managed network storage*** supporting 2000 IOPS or higher
· Greater than 2000 TPS: 32GB, 16-core, managed network storage*** supporting 2000 IOPS or higher
· Greater than 4000 TPS: 64GB, 32-core, managed network storage*** supporting 4000 IOPS or higher

**The Postgres hard disk value is based on the out of the box analytics captured by SAP API Management. If
you add custom values to the analytics data, then these values should be increased accordingly. Use the
following formula to estimate the required storage:

(# bytes/request) * (requests per second) * (seconds per hour) * (hours of peak usage per day) * (days per
month) * (months of data retention) = bytes of storage needed

For example:
(500 bytes of analytics data per request) * 100 req/sec * 3600 secs/hr * 18-hours peak usage per day * 30
days/month * 3-months retention = 291,600,000,000 bytes or 292 GB.

*** Network Storage is recommended for Postgresql database because:
· It gives the ability to dynamically scale up the storage size if required.
· Network IOPS can be adjusted on the fly in most of today’s environment/Storage/Network subsystems.
· Storage level snapshots can be enabled as part of backup and recovery solutions.

The following lists the hardware requirements if you want to install API Backend Services:

API Backend Services Component RAM CPU Hard disk

ElasticSearch* 8GB 4-core 60 - 80GB

SAP API Management BaaS Stack * 8GB 4-core 60 - 80GB

SAP API Management BaaS Portal 1GB 2-core 20GB

Cassandra (Optional — typically you
use the same Cassandra cluster for
both SAP API Management Edge and

16GB 8-core 250GB local storage with SSD or fast
HDD supporting 2000 IOPS
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API Backend Services Component RAM CPU Hard disk

SAP API Management BaaS
Services)

* You can install ElasticSearch and SAP API Management BaaS Stack on the same node. If you do, configure
ElasticSearch to use 4GB of memory (default). If ElasticSearch is installed on its own node, then configure it
to use 6GB of memory.

Note
o If the root file system is not large enough for the installation, it is recommended to place the data onto

a larger disk.
o If you have installed an older version of on-premise SAP API Management on the machine, ensure

that you delete the folder /tmp/java before a new installation.
o The system wide temporary folder /tmp needs execute permissions to start Cassandra.
o If user “apigee” was created prior to the installation, ensure that “/home/apigee” exists as home

directory and is owned by “apigee:apigee”.

3.1.1.2 Operating System

RHEL SUSE CentOS

· Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)
64 bit (6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 7.0, 7.1, 7.2
and 7.3 are officially supported)

· SUSE Linux Enterprise Server
(SLES) release version SUSE 11
SP4 and SUSE12 are officially
supported.

· SUSE12 SP1 is supported for
new installation only.

· CentOS (64-bit version)
(6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 7.0, 7.1, 7.2
and 7.3 are officially
supported)

3.1.1.3 Creating the apigee user

The installation procedure creates a Unix system user named 'apigee'. Edge directories and files are owned by
'apigee', as are Edge processes. That means Edge components run as the 'apigee' user. if necessary, you can run
components as a different user.

3.1.1.4 Installation directory

By default, the installer writes all files to the /opt/apigee directory only. While you cannot change this directory,
you can create a symlink to map /opt/apigee to another location, as described below.
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In the instructions in this guide, the installation directory is noted as /<inst_root>/apigee, where
/<inst_root> is /opt by default.

Creating a symlink from /opt/apigee

Before you create the symlink, you must first create a user and group named "apigee". This is the same group and
user created by the SAP API Management Edge installer.
To create the symlink, perform these steps before executing the bootstrap_4.17.05.sh file. You must perform
these steps as root:

Create the "apigee" user and group:
> groupadd -r apigee

> useradd -r -g apigee -d /opt/apigee -s /sbin/nologin -c "Apigee platform user"
apigee

Create a symlink from /opt/apigee to your desired install root:
> ln -Ts /srv/myInstallDir /opt/apigee
where /srv/myInstallDir is the desired location of the SAP API Management Edge files.

Change ownership of the install root and symlink to the "apigee" user:
> chown -h apigee:apigee /srv/apigee /opt/apigee

3.1.1.5 Java

You need a supported version of 1.8 installed on each machine prior to the installation.
Also, ensure that JAVA_HOME should point to the root of the JDK.

3.1.1.6 SELinux

Depending on your settings for SELinux, Edge can encounter issues with installing and starting Edge components.
If necessary, you can disable SELinux or set it to permissive mode during installation, and then re-enabling it after
installation. For more information, see Prerequisite: Disable SELinux.

3.1.1.7 Network Setting

It is recommended that you check the network setting prior to the installation. The installer expects that all
machines have fixed IP addresses. Use the following commands to validate the setting:
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· hostname tells the name of the machine
· hostname –i tells the IP address for the hostname that can be addressed from other machines.

Depending on your operating system type and version, you might have to edit/etc/hosts and
/etc/sysconfig/network if the hostname is not set correctly. See the documentation for your specific operating
system for more information.

TCP Wrappers

TCP Wrappers can block communication of some ports and can affect OpenLDAP, Postgres, and Cassandra
installation. On those nodes, check /etc/hosts.allow and /etc/hosts.deny to ensure that there are no port
restrictions on the required OpenLDAP, Postgres, and Cassandra ports.

iptables

Validate that there are no iptables policies preventing connectivity between nodes on the required SAP API
Management Edge ports. If necessary, you can stop iptables during installation using the command:
> sudo /etc/init.d/iptables stop

On CentOS 7.x:
> systemctl stop firewalld

3.1.1.8 Ensure Edge Router can access /etc /rc.d /init.d
/functions

The Edge Router and BaaS Portal nodes use the Nginx router and require read access
to /etc/rc.d/init.d/functions.
If your security process requires you to set permissions on /etc/rc.d/init.d/functions, do not set them to
700 or else the router will fail to start. Permissions can be set to 744 to allow read access
to /etc/rc.d/init.d/functions.

3.1.1.9 Cassandra

All Cassandra nodes must be connected to a ring for using API Backend. Cassandra stores data replicas on
multiple nodes to ensure reliability and fault tolerance. The replication strategy for each SAP API Management
Edge keyspace determines the Cassandra nodes where replicas are placed.
Cassandra automatically adjusts its Java heap size based on the available memory. In the event of a performance
degradation or high memory consumption
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After installing the OPDK, you can check that Cassandra is configured correctly by examining the the
/opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/conf/cassandra.yaml file.
For example, ensure that the following properties were set by the OPDK installation script:

· cluster_name

· initial_token

· partitioner

· seeds

· listen_address

· rpc_address

· snitch

Warning: Do not edit this file.

3.1.1.10 PostgreSQL database

After you install SAP API Management, you can adjust the following PostgreSQL database settings based on the
amount of RAM available on your system:
conf_postgresql_shared_buffers = 35% of RAM      # min 128kB
conf_postgresql_effective_cache_size = 45% of RAM
conf_postgresql_work_mem = 512MB       # min 64kB

 Note
These settings assume that the PostgreSQL database is only used for SAP API Management analytics,
and not for any other purpose.

To set these values:
Edit postgresql.conf:
> vi /opt/apigee/customer/application/postgresql.properties

If the file does not exist, create it.
Set the properties listed above.
Save your edits.
Restart the PostgreSQL database:
> /<inst_root>/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql restart

3.1.1.11 System limits

Ensure that you have set the following system limits on Cassandra and Message Processor nodes:
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On Cassandra nodes, set soft and hard memlock, nofile, and address space (as) limits for installation user (default
is “apigee") in /etc/security/limits.conf as shown below:
apigee soft memlock unlimited

apigee hard memlock unlimited

apigee soft nofile 32768

apigee hard nofile 65536

apigee soft as unlimited

apigee hard as unlimited

On Message Processor nodes, set the maximum number of open file descriptors to 64K in
/etc/security/limits.conf as shown below:
apigee soft nofile 32768

apigee hard nofile 65536

If necessary, you can raise that limit. For example, if you have many temporary files open at any one time.

3.1.1.12 jsvc

“jsvc” is a prerequisite for using SAP API Management BaaS. Version 1.0.15-dev is installed when you install the
SAP API Management BaaS.

3.1.1.13 Network Security Services (NSS)

Network Security Services (NSS) is a set of libraries that supports development of security-enabled client and
server applications. You should ensure that you have installed NSS v3.19, or later.

To check your current version:
> yum info nss

To update NSS:
> yum update nss

3.1.1.14 Disable DNS lookup on IPv6 when using NSCD

If you have installed and enabled NSCD (Name Service Cache Daemon) you might notice that Message
Processors make two DNS lookups: one for IPv4 and one for IPv6.

To disable the DNS lookup on IPv6:
On every Message Processor node, edit /etc/nscd.conf
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Set the following property:
enable-cache hosts no

3.1.1.15 Disable IPv6 on Google Cloud Platform for
RedHat/CentOS 7

If you are installing Edge on RedHat 7 or CentOS 7 on Google Cloud Platform, then you must disable IPv6 on all
Qpid nodes.
See the RedHat or CentOS documentation for your specific OS version for instructions on disabling IPv6. For
example, you can:

Open /etc/hosts in an editor.
Insert a "#" character in column one of the following line to comment it out:
#::1 localhost localhost.localdomain localhost6

localhost6.localdomain6

Save the file.

3.1.1.16 AWS AMI

If you are installing SAP API Management Edge on an AWS Amazon Machine Image (AMI) for Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7.x, you must first run the following command:
> yum-config-manager --enable rhui-REGION-rhel-server-extras rhui-REGION-rhel-server-
optional

3.1.1.17 Tools

The installer uses the following UNIX tools in the standard version as provided by EL5 or EL6.

RHEL:

awk expr lua-socket rpm unzip

basename grep ls rpm2cpio useradd

bash hostname net-tools sed wc

bc id perl (from procps) sudo wget

curl libaio pgrep (from procps) tar xerces
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cyrus-sasl libdb-cxx ps tr yum

date libibvers pwd uuid chkconfig

dirname librdmacm python uname

echo libxslt

 Note
o The executable for the tool ‘useradd’ is in /usr/sbin and for chkconfig in /sbin.
o With sudo access you can gain access over the environment of the calling user, for example, usually

one would call “sudo <command>” or “sudo PATH=$PATH:/usr/sbin:/sbin <command>”.
o Ensure that you have “patch” tool installed prior to a service pack (patch) installation.

· ntpdate – It is recommended to have the servers time synchronized. If not already configured, ‘ntpdate’
utility could serve this purpose, which verifies whether servers are time synchronized. You can use “yum
install ntp” to install the utility. This is particularly useful for replicating OpenLDAP setups. Note that you
set up server time zone in UTC.

· openldap 2.4 – The on-premises installation requires OpenLDAP 2.4. If your server has an Internet
connection, then the SAP API Management Edge install script downloads and installs OpenLDAP. If your
server does not have an Internet connection, you must ensure that OpenLDAP is already installed before
running the SAP API Management Edge install script.

· For 13-host installations and 12-host installations with two Data Centers, you require OpenLDAP replication
because there are multiple nodes hosting OpenLDAP.

· SUSE:

awk dirname ls rpm unzip

basename echo perl rpm2cpio useradd

bash expr pgrep (from procps) sed wc

bc grep ps tar zypper

curl hostname pwd tr chkconfig

date Id python uname sudo

3.1.1.18 Firewalls and Virtual Hosts

The term “virtual” commonly gets overloaded in the IT arena, and so it is with an SAP API Management, On-
Premise deployment and virtual hosts. To clarify, there are two primary uses of the term “virtual”:

o Virtual machines (VM): Not required, but some deployment use VM technology to create isolated
servers for their SAP API Management components. VM hosts, like physical hosts, can have network
interfaces and firewalls. These installation instructions do not specifically support VM installations.
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o Virtual hosts: Web endpoints, analogous to an Apache virtual host.

A router in a VM can expose multiple virtual hosts (if they differ from one another in their host alias or in their
interface port).
Just as a naming example, a single physical server “A” might be running two VMs, named “VM1” and “VM2”. Let’s
assume VM1 exposes a virtual Ethernet interface, which gets named eth0 inside the VM, and which is assigned IP
address 111.111.111.111 by the virtualization machinery or a network DHCP server; and then assume VM2
exposes a virtual Ethernet interface also named eth0 and it gets assigned an IP address 111.111.111.222.
We might have an SAP API Management router running in each of the two VMs. The routers expose virtual host
endpoints as in this hypothetical example:
The SAP API Management router in VM1 exposes three virtual hosts on its eth0 interface (which has some
specific IP address), api.mycompany.com:80, api.mycompany.com:443, and
test.mycompany.com:80.

The router in VM2 exposes api.mycompany.com:80 (same name and port as exposed by VM1).
The physical host’s operating system might have a network firewall; if so, that firewall must be configured to pass
TCP traffic bound for the ports being exposed on the virtualized interfaces (111.111.111.111:{80, 443} and
111.111.111.222:80). In addition, each VM’s operating system may provide its own firewall on its eth0
interface and these too must allow ports 80 and 443 traffic to connect.
The basepath is the third component involved in routing API calls to different API proxies that you may have
deployed. API proxy bundles can share an endpoint if they have different basepaths. For example, one basepath
can be defined as http://api.mycompany.com:80/ and another defined as
http://api.mycompany.com:80/salesdemo.
In this case, you need a load balancer or traffic director of some kind splitting the
http://api.mycompany.com:80/ traffic between the two IP addresses (111.111.111.111 on VM1 and
111.111.111.222 on VM2). This function is specific to your particular installation, and is configured by your
local networking group.

The basepath is set when you deploy an API. From the above example, you can deploy two APIs, mycompany and
testmycompany, for the organization mycompany-org with the virtual host that has the host alias of
api.mycompany.com and the port set to 80. If you do not declare a basepath in the deployment, then the router
does not know which API to send incoming requests to.
However, if you deploy the API testmycompany with the base URL of /salesdemo, then users access that API
using http://api.mycompany.com:80/salesdemo. If you deploy your API mycompany with the base URL of /
then your users access the API by the URL http://api.mycompany.com:80/.

Edge port requirements

The need to manage the firewall goes beyond just the virtual hosts; both VM and physical host firewalls must allow
traffic for the ports required by the components to communicate with each other. HTTP Ports section shows the
ports need to be opened in firewalls.

The following image shows the ports requirements for each SAP API Management component:
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Notes on this diagram:

· •*Port 8082 on the Message Processor only must be open for access by the Router when you configure
TLS/SSL between the Router and Message Processor. If you do not configure TLS/SSL between the Router
and Message Processor, the default configuration, port 8082 still must be open on the Message Processor to
manage the component, but the Router does not require access to it.

· The ports prefixed by "M" are ports used to manage the component and must be open on the component for
access by the Management Server.

· The following components require access to port 8080 on the Management Server: Router, Message
Processor, UI, Postgres, and Qpid.

· A Message Processor must open port 4528 as its management port. If you have multiple Message
Processors, they must all be able to access each other over port 4528 (indicated by the loop arrow in the
diagram above for port 4528 on the Message Processor). If you have multiple Data Centers, the port must be
accessible from all Message Processors in all Data Centers.

· While it is not required, you can open port 4527 on the Router for access by any Message Processor.
Otherwise, you might see error messages in the Message Processor log files.

· A Router must open port 4527 as its management port. If you have multiple Routers, they must all be able to
access each other over port 4527 (indicated by the loop arrow in the diagram above for port 4527 on the
Router).

· The Management Server requires access to the JMX port on the Cassandra nodes
· Access to JMX ports can be configured to require a username/password. See the SAP API Management

Operations Guide for more information.
· You can optionally configure TLS/SSL access for certain connections, which can use different ports.
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· If configuring two Postgres nodes to use master-standby replication, you must open port 22 on each node for
ssh access. You can optionally open ports on individual nodes to allow ssh access.

· You can configure the Management Server and Edge UI to send emails through an external SMTP server. If
you do, you must ensure that the Management Server and UI can access the necessary port on the SMTP
server. For non-TLS SMTP, the port number is typically 25. For TLS-enabled SMTP, it is often 465, but check
with your SMTP provider.

Ports

The table below shows the ports need to be opened in firewalls, by Edge component:

Component Port Description

Standard HTTP ports 80, 443 HTTP plus any other ports you use for virtual hosts

Management Server 8080 Port for management API calls

1099 JMX port

4526 For distributed cache and management calls

Management UI 9000 Port for browser access to management UI

Message Processor 8998 Message Processor port for communications from Router

8082 Default management port for Message Processor

1101 JMX port

4528 For distributed cache and management calls between Message
Processors, and for communication from the Router.

Router 8081 Default management port for Router

4527 For distributed cache and management calls

15999 Health check port. A load balancer uses this port to determine if
the Router is available.
To get the status of a Router, the load balancer makes a request to
port 15999 on the Router:
> curl -v http://<routerIP>:15999/v1/servers/self/reachable
If the Router is reachable, the request returns HTTP 200

59001 Port used for testing the Edge installation by the apigee-validate
utility. This utility requires access to port 59001 on the Router. See
Test the install for more on port 59001.

ZooKeeper 2181 Used by other components like Management Server, Router,
Message Processor and so on

2888, 3888 Used internally by ZooKeeper for ZooKeeper cluster (known as
ZooKeeper ensemble) communication
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Component Port Description

Cassandra 7000, 9042,
9160

Apache Cassandra ports for communication between Cassandra
nodes and for access by other Edge components.

7199 JMX port. Must be open for access by the Management Server.

QPID 5672 Used for communications from the Message Processor to QPID
server

8083 Default management port on QPID server

1102 JMX port

4529 For distributed cache and management calls

Postgres 5432 Used for communication from QPID/Management Server to
Postgres

8084 Default management port on Postgres server and must be open for
access by the Management Server.

1103 JMX port

4530 For distributed cache and management calls

22 If configuring two Postgres nodes to use master-standby
replication, you must open port 22 on each node for ssh access.

LDAP 10389 ApacheDS and OpenLDAP

SmartDocs 59002 The port on the router where SmartDocs page requests are sent.

 Note
 In addition, you may need to open ports in the firewalls for testing. For example, 59001, and so on.

The next table shows the same ports, listed numerically, with the source and destination components:

Port Number Purpose Source Component Destination Component

<virtual host
port#>

HTTP plus any other ports you use
for virtual host API call traffic. Ports
80 and 443 are most commonly
used; the Message Router can
terminate TLS/SSL connections.

External client (or
load balancer)

Listener on Message
Router

1099 through 1103 JMX Management JMX Client Management Server
(1099)
Router (1100)
Message Processor
(1101)
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Port Number Purpose Source Component Destination Component

QPID Server (1102)
Postgres Server (1103)

2181 Zookeeper client Management Server
Router
Message Processor
QPID Server
Postgres Server

Apache Zookeeper

2888 and 3888 Zookeeper internode management Zookeeper Apache Zookeeper

4526 through
4530

RPC Management ports used for
distributed cache and calls from the
Management Servers to the other
components

Management Server Management Server
(4526)
Router (4527)
Message Processor
(4528
QPID Server (4529)
Postgres Server (4530)

4528 For distributed cache calls between
Message Processors, and for
communication from the Router.

Router
Message Processor

Message Processor

5432 Postgres client Qpid Server Postgres

5672 Used for sending analytics from
Message Processor to QPid

Router
Message Processor

QPID daemon

7000 Cassandra inter-node
communications

Cassandra Cassandra

7199 JMX management
Must be open for access on the
Cassandra node by the Management
Server.

JMX client Cassandra

8080 Management API port
see
conf/webserver.properties

Management API
clients

Management Server

8081 through
8084

Component API ports, used for
issuing API requests directly to
individual components.  Each
component opens a different port;
the exact port used depends on the
configuration

Management API
clients

Router (8081)
Message Processor
(8082)
QPID Server (8083)
Postgres Server
(8084)

8998 Communication between router an
message processor

Router Message Processor
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Port Number Purpose Source Component Destination Component

9000 Default management UI port Browser UI Server

9042 CQL native transport Router
Message Processor
Management Server

Cassandra

9160 Cassandra thrift client Router
Message Processor
Management Server

Cassandra

10389 LDAP port Management Server ApcheDS/OpenLDAP

15999 Health check port. A load balancer
uses this port to determine if the
Router is available.

Load balancer Router

59001 Port used by the apigee-valiate
utility to test the Edge installation

apigee-validate Router

59002 The router port where SmartDocs
page requests are sent

SmartDocs Router

A message processor keeps a dedicated connection pool open to Cassandra, which is configured to never
timeout. When a firewall is between a message processor and Cassandra server, the firewall can time out the
connection. However, the message processor is not designed to reestablish connections to Cassandra.
To prevent this situation, SAP API Management recommends that the Cassandra server, message processor, and
routers be in the same subnet so that a firewall is not involved in the deployment of these components.

If a firewall is between the router and message processors, and has an idle tcp timeout set, our recommendations
is to:

Set net.ipv4.tcp_keepalive_time = 1800 in sysctl settings on Linux OS, where 1800 should be
lower than the firewall idle tcp timeout. This setting should keep the connection in an established state so that
the firewall does not disconnect the connection.
On all Message Processors, edit /<inst_root>/apigee/customer/application/message-
processor.properties to add the following property. If the file does not exist, create it.
conf_system_casssandra.maxconnecttimeinmillis=-1

Restart the Message Processor:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-message-processor restart

On all Routers, edit /<inst_root>/apigee/customer/application/router.properties to add the
following property. If the file does not exist, create it.
conf_system_casssandra.maxconnecttimeinmillis=-1

Restart the Router:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-router restart

If you install the 12-host clustered configuration with two Data Centers, ensure that the nodes in the two Data
Centers can communicate over the ports shown below:
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 Note
All Management Servers must be able to access all Cassandra nodes in all other Data Centers.
All Message Processors in all Data Centers must all be able to access each other over port 4528.
The Edge UI must be able to access all Message Processors over port 8082.
All Management Servers and all Qpid nodes must be able to access Postgres in all other Data Centers.
For security reasons, other than the ports shown above and any others required by your own network
requirements, no other ports should be open between data centers.

SAP API Management BaaS port requirements

If you opt to install the SAP API Management BaaS, you add the SAP API Management BaaS Stack and SAP API
Management BaaS Portal components. These components use the ports shown in the figure below:
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Notes on the diagram:
· The SAP API Management BaaS Portal never makes requests directly to a BaaS Stack node. When a

developer logs into the Portal, the Portal app is downloaded to the browser. The Portal app running in the
browser then makes requests to the BaaS Stack nodes.

· A production installation of SAP API Management BaaS uses a load balancer between the SAP API
Management BaaS Portal node and SAP API Management BaaS Stack nodes. When configuring the Portal,
and when making BaaS API calls, you specify the IP address or DNS name of the load balancer, not of the
Stack nodes.

· All Stack nodes must open port 2551 for access from all other Stack nodes (indicated by the loop arrow in the
diagram above for port 2551 on the Stack nodes). If you have multiple Data Centers, the port must be
accessible from all Stack nodes in all Data Centers.

· You must configure all Baas Stack nodes to send emails through an external SMTP server. For non-TLS
SMTP, the port number is typically 25. For TLS-enabled SMTP, it is often 465, but check with your SMTP
provider.

· The Cassandra nodes can be dedicated to API BaaS, or can be shared with Edge.

The table below shows the default ports that need to be opened in firewalls, by component:

Port Number Purpose Source Component

SAP API Management
BaaS Portal

9000 Port for the SAP API Management
BaaS UI
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Port Number Purpose Source Component

SAP API Management
BaaS Stack

8080 Port where API request are received

2551 Port for communication among all
Stack nodes. Must be accessible by all
other Stack nodes in the data canter.
If you have multiple data centers, the
port must be accessible from all Stack
nodes in all Data Centers.

ElasticSearch 9200 through 9400 For communicating with SAP API
Management BaaS Stack

3.1.1.19 Licensing

Each setup executing SAP API Management code requires a unique license file. You will need to provide the path
to the license file when installing the management server, for example /tmp/license.txt.
The installer copies the license file to /<inst_root>/apigee/customer/conf/license.txt.
If license file is valid, the management server validates the expiry and allowed Message Processor (MP) count. If
any of the license settings is expired, you can find the logs in the following location:
/<inst_root>/apigee/var/log/edge-management-server/logs.
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Installation Topologies

This version of the Installation Guide covers the following basic on-premise installation scenarios. In addition, you
have options to choose other scenarios by customizing the basic scenarios that best meet the requirements of
your business.

All-in-One Installation:
A single host runs all SAP API Management Edge components. Note that this configuration is only to be used
for getting started with SAP API Management Edge or for initial prototyping. It is not to be used as a
deployment or production environment.

Figure 3: All-in-one Setup

Standalone installation (2-host, SA-SAX):
In this scenario, a single host runs Gateway standalone servers and associated components — SAP API
Management Server, Apache ZooKeeper, Apache Cassandra, OpenLDAP, SAP API Management UI, Router,
and Message Processor. The other host runs Analytics standalone components —Qpid Server and Postgres
Server.

                                                                           Figure 4: Standalone Setup

5-host clustered installation (MIN HA-2SAX): In this scenario, three hosts run ZooKeeper and Cassandra
clusters. One of those three hosts also runs the SAP API Management Server, OpenLDAP, and SAP API
Management UI. Two of those three hosts also run Router + Message Processor. Two hosts run Analytics.
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 Note
This scenario combines cluster and Gateway components to reduce the number of servers used in the
installation. To achieve optimal performance, the cluster can also be deployed on three different servers
used in the installation kit. This scenario also introduces a master-standby replication between two
Postgres nodes if analytics statistics are mission critical.

                                                                                  Figure 5: Five-host Clustered Setup

9-host clustered installation
This scenario is like five-host clustered installation but has different Analytics components setup to achieve
performance high availability.

 Note
This scenario introduces a master-standby replication between two Postgres nodes if Analytics statistics
are mission critical.

                                                                              Figure 6: Nine-host Clustered Setup
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13-host clustered installation
This scenario is an enhancement of five-host clustered installation covering separate data zones for data and
SAP API Management servers in one datacenter setup. Here, LDAP is installed as an independent separate
node.

 Note
This scenario uses master-master OpenLDAP replication and master-standby Postgres replication in one
datacenter setup.

                                                                                          Figure 7: 13-host Clustered Setup

12-host clustered installation
This scenario covers disaster recovery and analytics high availability across two datacenters using API-DN
support. For more information on API-DN, see Appendix B: API-DN Support.

 Note
This scenario uses master-master OpenLDAP replication and master-standby Postgres replication
(across two datacenters).

Figure 8: Twelve-host Clustered Setup
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7-host and 10-host SAP API Management BaaS Installation:
In this scenario, you install SAP API Management BaaS on 10 hosts. The Cassandra nodes can be dedicated
to SAP API Management BaaS, or can be shared with SAP API Management Edge.
This is the recommended configuration for highest performance because ElasticSearch requires a high
amount of disk I/O and memory.

                                                                       Figure 9: Ten-host Clustered Setup

As an alternative, you can install a 7-host topolgy where three hosts run the SAP API Management BaaS
Stack and ElasticSearch.

                                                                     Figure 10: Seven-host Clustered Setup

In a BaaS installation with multiple data centers, each data center has either 7 or 10 nodes.
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Installation Options

As you write your config file, take into consideration the following options.

Enable Cassandra authentication

By default, Cassandra installs without authentication enabled. That means anyone can access Cassandra. You
can enable authentication after installing SAP API Management Edge, or as part of the installation process.
If you decide to enable authentication on Cassandra, it uses the following default credentials:
· username = 'cassandra'
· password = 'cassandra'

You can use this account, set a different password for this account, or create a new Cassandra user. Add, remove,
and modify users by using the Cassandra CREATE/ALTER/DROP USER statements.
For more information, see
http://www.datastax.com/documentation/cql/3.0/cql/cql_reference/cqlCommandsTOC.html.

3.2.1.1 Enable Cassandra authentication during installation

You can enable Cassandra authentication as install time. However, while you can enable authentication when you
install Cassandra, you cannot change the default username and password. You must perform that step manually
after installation of Cassandra completes.
Note:
 Use this procedure when installing Cassandra by using the "-p c", "-p ds", "-p sa", "-p aio" "-p asa" and "-p ebp"
options.
To enable Cassandra authentication at install time, include the CASS_AUTH property in the configuration file for
all Cassandra nodes:
CASS_AUTH=y # The default value is n.

The following SAP API Management Edge components access Cassandra:
· Management Server
· Message Processors
· Routers
· Qpid servers
· Postgres servers
· SAP API Management BaaS Stack

Therefore, when you install these components, you must set the following properties in the configuration file to
specify the Cassandra credentials:
CASS_USERNAME=cassandra
CASS_PASSWORD=cassandra

http://www.datastax.com/documentation/cql/3.0/cql/cql_reference/cqlCommandsTOC.html
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You can change the Cassandra credentials after installing Cassandra. However, if you have already installed the
Management Server, Message Processors, Routers, Qpid servers, Postgres servers, or BaaS Stack, you must also
update those components to use the new credentials.
To change the Cassandra credentials after installing Cassandra:

Log into any one Cassandra node using the cqlsh tool and the default credentials. You only must change the
password on one node and it will be broadcast to all Cassandra nodes in the ring:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/cqlsh cassIP 9042 -u cassandra -p cassandra
where:

cassIP is the IP address of the Cassandra node.
9042 is the default Cassandra port.
The default user is cassandra.
The default password is cassandra. If you changed the password previously, use the current password.

Run the following command as the cqlsh> prompt to update the password:
cqlsh> ALTER USER cassandra WITH PASSWORD 'NEW_PASSWORD';

Exit the cqlsh tool:
cqlsh> exit

If you have not yet installed the Management Server, Message Processors, Routers, Qpid servers, Postgres
servers, or BaaS Stack, set the following properties in the config file and then install those components:
CASS_USERNAME=cassandra
CASS_PASSWORD=NEW_PASSWORD

If you have already installed the Management Server, Message Processors, Routers, Qpid servers, Postgres
servers, or BaaS Stack, then see Resetting passwords for the procedure to update those components to use
the new password.

3.2.1.2 Enable Cassandra authentication post installation

To enable authentication:
· Update all SAP API Management Edge components that connect to Cassandra with the Cassandra username

and password.
· On all Cassandra nodes, enable authentication and set the username and password.
· Set the Cassandra username and password on any one node. You only must change the credentials on one

Cassandra node and they will be broadcasted to all Cassandra nodes in the ring.

Use the following procedure to update all Edge components that communicate with Cassandra with the new
credentials. Note that you do this step before you update the Cassandra credentials:

On the Management Server node, run the following command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-management-server
store_cassandra_credentials -u CASS_USERNAME -p CASS_PASSWORD
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Optionally, you can pass a file to the command containing the new username and password:
> apigee-service edge-management-server store_cassandra_credentials  -f configFile

where the configFile contains the following:
CASS_USERNAME=cassandra
CASS_PASSWORD=CASS_PASSWORD

This command automatically restarts the Management Server.
Repeat this process on the:

· All Message Processors
· All Routers
· All Qpid servers (edge-qpid-server)
· Postgres servers (edge-postgres-server)

On the BaaS Stack node for version SP05 and later:
Run the following command to generate an encrypted password:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service baas-sap-
usergrid secure_password

This command prompts you for the plain text password and returns the encrypted password in the form:
SECURE:ae1b6dedbf6b26aaab8bee815a910737c1c15b55f3505c239e43bc09f8050

Set the following tokens in /opt/apigee/customer/application/usergrid.properties. If that
file does not exist, create it:
usergrid-deployment_cassandra.username=cassandra

usergrid-
deployment_cassandra.password=SECURE:ae1b6dedbf6b26aaab8bee815a910737c1c15b55f3
505c239e43bc09f8050

This example uses the default username for Cassandra. If you changed the username, set the value
of usergrid-deployment_cassandra.username accordingly.

Ensure that you include the "SECURE:" prefix on the password. Otherwise, the BaaS Stack interprets the
value as unencrypted.

Note:
Each BaaS Stack node has its own unique key used to encrypt the password. Therefore, you must
generate the encrypted value on each BaaS Stack node separetly.
Change ownership of the usergrid.properties file to the 'apigee' user:
> chown apigee:apigee /opt/apigee/customer/application/usergrid.properties

Configure the Stack node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service baas-sap-usergrid configure

Restart the BaaS Stack:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service baas-sap-usergrid restart

Repeat these steps for all BaaS Stack nods.
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Use the following procedure to enable Cassandra authentication and set the username and password:
Log in to the first Cassandra node.
Run the following command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-cassandra
enable_cassandra_authentication -e y
This command enables authentication and restarts Cassandra.
Repeat steps 1 and 2 on all Cassandra nodes.
Log into Cassandra using the cqlsh tool and the default credentials. You only must change the password
on one Cassandra node and it will be broadcast to all Cassandra nodes in the ring:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/cqlsh cassIP 9042 -u cassandra -p cassandra

where
o cassIP is the IP address of the Cassandra node.
o 9042 is the Cassandra port.
o The default user is cassandra.
o The default password is cassandra. If you changed the password previously, use the current

password.
Run the following command as the cqlsh> prompt to update the password:
cqlsh> ALTER USER cassandra WITH PASSWORD 'NEW_PASSWORD';

Exit the cqlsh tool:
cqlsh> exit

Set up Master-Standby Replication for Postgres

By default, Cassandra installs without authentication enabled. That means anyone can access Cassandra. You
can enable authentication after installing Edge, or as part of the installation process.
If the master node ever fails, you can promote the standby server to the master.

3.2.2.1 To configure Master-Standby Replication at install
time

You can configure master-standby replication at install time by including the following properties in the config file
for the two Postgres nodes:
PG_MASTER=IPorDNSofNewMaster

PG_STANDBY=IPorDNSofNewStandby

The installer automatically configures the two Postgres node to function as master-standby with replication.
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3.2.2.2 To configure Master-Standby Replication after
installation

You can configure master-standby replication after installation by by using the following procedure:
Identify which Postgre node will be the master and which will be the standby server.
On the master node, edit the config file to set:
PG_MASTER=IPorDNSofNewMaster

PG_STANDBY=IPorDNSofNewStandby

Enable replication on the new master:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql setup-
replication-on-master -f configFIle

On the standby node, edit the config file to set:
PG_MASTER=IPorDNSofNewMaster

PG_STANDBY=IPorDNSofNewStandby

Stop the standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop

On the standby node, delete any existing Postgres data:
> rm -rf /opt/apigee/data/apigee-postgresql/

Note: If necessary, you can backup this data before deleting it.
Configure the standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql setup-
replication-on-standby -f configFile

3.2.2.3 Test Master-Standby Replication

On completion of replication, verify the replication status by issuing the following scripts on both servers. The
system should display identical results on both servers to ensure a successful replication:

On the master node, run:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-check-
master

 Validate that it says it is the master.

On the standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-check-
standby

 Validate that it says it is the standby.
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Setting up a virtual host

A virtual host on SAP API Management Edge defines the domains and SAP API Management Edge Router ports on
which an API proxy is exposed, and, by extension, the URL that apps use to access an API proxy. A virtual host
also defines whether the API proxy is accessed by using the HTTP protocol, or by the encrypted HTTPS protocol.
As part of the SAP API Management Edge onboarding process, you must create an organization, environment,
and virtual host. SAP API Management Edge provides the setup-org command to make this process easier for
new users.

When you create the virtual host, you must specify the following information:
· The name of the virtual host that you use to reference it in your API proxies.
· The port on the Router for the virtual host. Typically, these ports start at 9001 and increment by one for every

new virtual host.
· The host alias of the virtual host. Typically, the DNS name of the virtual host.

The SAP API Management Edge Router compares the Host header of the incoming request to the list of available
host aliases as part of determining the API proxy that handles the request. When making a request through a
virtual host, either specify a domain name that matches the host alias of a virtual host, or specify the IP address of
the Router and the Host header containing the host alias.
For example, if you created a virtual host with a host alias of myapis.sap.net on port 9001, then a cURL request to
an API through that virtual host could use one of the following forms:

· If you have a DNS entry for myapis.sap.net:
curl http://myapis.sap.net:9001/{proxy-base-path}/{resource-path}

· If you do not have a DNS entry for myapis.sap.net:
curl http://<routerIP>:9001/{proxy-base-path}/{resource-path}

-H 'Host: myapis.sap.net'

In this form, you specify the IP address of the Router, and pass the host alias in the Host header.
Note:

· The curl command, most browsers, and many other utilities automatically append the Host header with the
domain as part of the request, so you can use a curl command in the form:
curl http://<routerIP>:9001/{proxy-base-path}/{resource-path}

· To setup SSL Enabled Virtual Host kindly refer to the SAP API Management Technical Operations Guide.

3.2.3.1 Options when you do not have a DNS entry for the
virtual host

One option when you do not have a DNS entry is to set the host alias to the IP address of the Router and port of
the virtual host, as <routerIP>:port.
 For example: 192.168.1.31:9001

When you make a curl command in the form below:

http://myapis.sap.net:9001/%7bproxy-base-path%7d/%7bresource-path%7d
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curl http://<routerIP>:9001/{proxy-base-path}/{resource-path}

This option is preferred because it works well with the SAP API Management Edge UI.
If you have multiple Routers, add a host alias for each Router, specifying the IP address of each Router and port of
the virtual host.
Alternatively, you can set the host alias to a value, such as temp.hostalias.com. Then, you have to pass the
Host header on every request:
curl -v http://<routerIP>:9001/{proxy-base-path}/{resource-path}

-H 'host: temp.hostalias.com'

Or, add the host alias to your /etc/hosts file. For example, add this line to /etc/hosts:
192.168.1.31   temp.hostalias.com

Then you can make a request as if you had a DNS entry:
curl -v http://myapis.sap.net:9001/{proxy-base-path}/{resource-path}

Install SAP API Management Edge

This section covers the basic on-premises installation scenario.
A typical SAP API Management Edge installation consists of Edge components distributed across multiple nodes.
After you install Edge on a node, you then install and configure one or more Edge components on the node.

Installation Overview

A typical SAP API Management Edge installation consists of SAP API Management Edge components distributed
across multiple nodes. After you install SAP API Management Edge on a node, you then install and configure one
or more SAP API Management Edge components on the node.

3.3.1.1 Installation Process

Installing SAP API Management Edge on a node is a multi-step process:
· Disable SELinux on the node or set it to permissive mode. See Prerequisite: Disable SELinux for more.
· Decide if you want to enable Cassandra authentication.
· Decide if you want to set up master-standby replication for Postgres.
· Select your SAP API Management Edge configuration from the list of recommended topologies. For example,

you can install SAP API Management Edge on a single node for testing, or on 13 nodes for production. See
Overview for more information.

· On each node in your selected topology, install the SAP API Management Edge apigee-setup utility:
o Download the Edge bootstrap_4.17.05.sh file to /tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh

http://myapis.sap.net:9001/%7bproxy-base-path%7d/%7bresource-path%7d
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o Install the SAP API Management Edge apigee-service utility and dependencies.
o Install the SAP API Management Edge apigee-setup utility and dependencies.

See Install the SAP API Management Edge apigee-setup utility for more.
· Use the apigee-setup utility to install one or more SAP API Management Edge components on each node

based on your selected topology.

See Install SAP API Management Edge components on a node
· On the Management Server node, use the apigee-setup utility to install apigee-provision, the utilities

that you use to create and manage SAP API Management Edge organizations.

See Onboard an organization for more information.

3.3.1.2 Who can perform the install

The SAP API Management Edge distribution files are installed as a set of RPMs and dependencies. To install,
uninstall, and update SAP API Management Edge RPMs, the SAP API Management Edge commands must be run
by the root user or by a user that has full sudo access. For full sudo access, that means the user has sudo access
to perform the same operations as root.
Any user who wants to run the following commands or scripts must either be root, or be a user with full sudo
access:
· apigee-service utility:

o apigee-service commands: install, uninstall, update.
o apigee-all commands: install, uninstall, update.

· setup.sh script to install SAP API Management Edge components (Unless you have already used "apigee-
service install" to install the required RPMs. Then root or full sudo access if not required.)

· update.sh script to update SAP API Management Edge components

Also, the SAP API Management Edge installer creates a new user on your system, named "apigee". Many SAP API
Management Edge commands invoke sudo to run as the "apigee" user.
Any user who wants to run all other commands than the ones shown above must be a user with full sudo access to
the "apigee" user. These commands include:
· apigee-service utility commands, including:

o apigee-service commands such as start, stop, restart, configure.
o apigee-all commands such as start, stop, restart, configure.

Creating a user will full sudo access to "apigee"
user

Note:
You cannot perform this step until after you run bootstrap_4.17.05.sh file to create the "apigee" user.
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To configure a user to have full sudo access to the "apigee" user, use the "visudo" command edit the sudoers file
to add:
installUser        ALL=(apigee)      NOPASSWD: ALL

where installUser is the username of the person working with SAP API Management Edge.

Setting permissions on configuration files

Any files or resources used by the SAP API Management Edge commands must be accessible to the "apigee"
user. This includes the SAP API Management Edge license file and any config files.

Note:
You can set the RUN_USER property for an SAP API Management Edge component to specify a different
user than "apigee". If you do, then all of the SAP API Management Edge commands for that component
invoke sudo to run as that user. Files or resources must then be accessible to that user.

When creating a configuration file, you can change its owner to "apigee:apigee" to ensure that it is accessible to
SAP API Management Edge commands:

Create the file in an editor as any user.
Chown the owner of the file to "apigee:apigee" or, if you changed the user running the SAP API Management
Edge service from the "apigee" user, chown the file to the user who is running the SAP API Management Edge
service.

Separating SAP API Management Edge install tasks
between root and non-root user

While it is simplest to perform the entire SAP API Management Edge install process as root or by a user that has
full sudo access, that is not always possible. Instead, you can separate the process into tasks performed by root
and tasks performed by a user with full sudo access to the "apigee" user.

Tasks performed by root:
The build will be in the format of "tar.gz". Most probably you will get build like: apigee-4.17.05.tar.gz. Copy
and extract the build to location of your choice e.g. /opt/apigee
cp apigee-4.17.05.tar.gz  /opt/apigee

cd /opt/apigee

tar -xzvf apigee-4.17.05.tar.gz

After extracting (e.g. in directory /opt/apigee) you'll get a directory called "repos". Check for
bootstrap.sh file inside "repos" and run below command:
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sudo bash /<extraction_path>/repos/bootstrap.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/<extraction_path>/repos

If extraction_path = /opt/apigee we must run:
sudo bash /opt/apigee/repos/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/opt/apigee/repos

Note: For SUSE, the name of bootstrap file is different. In case of suse you will run below command:
sudo bash /<extraction_path>/repos/bootstrap-suse_4.17.05.sh
apigeeprotocol="file://" apigeerepobasepath=/<extraction_path>/repos

sudo bash /opt/apigee/repos/bootstrap-suse_4.17.05.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/opt/apigee/repos

This step installs the apigee-service utility and creates the "apigee" user.
Configure a user to have full sudo access to the "apigee" user as described above.
Install the apigee-setup utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup install

Use the apigee-setup utility to install Edge RPMs on the node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service compName install

The Edge RPMs that you install on the node depend on your topology. The list of available components
includes:
apigee-provision, apigee-validate, apigee-zookeeper, apigee-cassandra, apigee-

openldap, edge-ui, edge-management-server, edge-ui, edge-router, edge-message-
processor, apigee-postgresql, apigee-qpidd, edge-postgres-server, edge-qpid-
server.

After the root user installs the Edge RPMs on the node, the user with full sudo access to the "apigee" user
completes the configuration process:

Use the setup.sh utility to complete the configuration of the Edge components on the node. The form of
the command depends on the components that you installed on the node. For a complete list, see here.
For example, to complete the installation of ZooKeeper and Cassandra, use the following command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ds -f configFile

where configFile is the Edge configuration file.
Or, to perform an all-in-one install, use the following command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p aio -f configFile

3.3.1.3 Location of installation configuration files

You must pass a configuration file to the apigee-setup utility that contains the information about the Edge
installation. The only requirement on silent installations is that the configuration file must be accessible or
readable by the "apigee" user. For example, put the file in the /usr/local/var or /usr/local/share
directory on the node and chown it to "apigee:apigee".
All information in the configuration file is required except for the Edge system administrator's password. If you
omit the password, the apigee-setup utility prompts you to enter it on the command line. See here, for more
information.
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3.3.1.4 Handling an installation failure

In the case of a failure during the installation of an SAP API Management Edge component, you can try to correct
the issue, and then run the installer again. The installer is designed to be run repeatedly in cases where it detects a
failure, or if you later want to change or update a component after installation.

3.3.1.5 Resolving RPM installation dependencies

The SAP API Management Edge distribution files are installed as a set of RPM files, each of which can have its own
chain of installation dependencies. Many of these dependencies are defined by third-party components that are
outside the control of SAP API Management and can change at any time. Therefore, the documentation does not
list the explicit version number of each dependency.
If you are performing an installation on a machine with internet access, the node can download the necessary
RPMs and dependencies. However, if you are installing from a node without internet access, you typically set up
an internal repo containing all necessary dependencies. The only way to guarantee that all dependencies are
included in your local repo is to attempt an installation, identify any missing dependencies, and copy them to the
local repo until the installation succeeds.

3.3.1.6 Common Yum commands

The SAP API Management Edge installation tools for Linux rely on Yum to install and update components. You
might have to use several Yum commands to manage an installation on a node.

· Clean all Yum caches:
sudo yum clean all

· To update an SAP API Management Edge component:
sudo yum update componentName

For example:
sudo yum update apigee-setup

sudo yum update edge-management-server

3.3.1.7 File System Structure

Edge installs all files in the /opt/apigee directory.
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You cannot change this directory location. However, you can create a symlink to map it to a different location. In
this guide, the root installation directory is noted as:
<inst_root>/apigee

The installation uses the following file system structure to deploy on-premises SAP API Management.

Log Files

The log file for apigee-setup and the setup.sh script is written to /tmp/setup-root.log.

The log files for each component are contained in the /opt/apigee/var/log directory. Each component has its
own subdirectory. For example, the logs for the Management Server are in the directory:
/opt/apigee/var/log/edge-management-server

The following tables lists the location of the log files:

Components Location

Management Server <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/edge-management-server

Router <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/edge-router

Message Processor <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/edge-message-processor

QPID Server <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/edge-qpid-server

Postgres Server <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/edge-postgres-server

SAP API Management UI <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/edge-ui

ZooKeeper <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/apigee-zookeeper

OpenLDAP <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/apigee-openldap

Cassandra <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/apigee-cassandra

Qpidd <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/apigee-qpidd

PostgreSQL database <inst_root>/apigee/var/log/apigee-postgresql

Data

Components Location

Management Server <data_root>/apigee/data/edge-management-server

Router <data_root>/apigee/data/edge-router

Message Processor <data_root>/apigee/data/edge-message-processor
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Components Location

QPID agent <data_root>/apigee/data/edge-qpid-server

Postgres agent <data_root>/apigee/data/edge-postgres-server

ZooKeeper <data_root>/apigee/data/apigee-zookeeper

OpenLDAP <data_root>/apigee/data/apigee-openldap

Cassandra <data_root>/apigee/data/apigee-cassandra/data

Qpidd <data_root>/apigee/data/apigee-qpid/data

PostgreSQL database <data_root>/apigee/data/apigee-postgres/pgdata

3.3.1.8 Post Installation Tasks

After installation completes, you can perform additional actions on Edge components.

Configuring SAP API Management Edge
components post installation

To configure SAP API Management Edge after installation, you use a combination of .properties files and SAP
API Management Edge utilities. For example, to configure SSL on the SAP API Management Edge UI, you edit
.properties files to set the necessary properties. Changes to .properties files require you to restart the
affected SAP API Management Edge component.
The .properties files are located in the /opt/apigee/customer/application directory. Each
component has its own .properties file in that directory. For example, router.properties and management-
server.properties.

Note:
If you have not set any properties for a component, the /opt/apigee/customer/application directory might
not contain a .properties file for the component. In that case, create one.

To set a property for a component, edit the corresponding .properties file, and then restart the component:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service component restart

For example:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-router restart

When you update SAP API Management Edge, the .properties files in the
/opt/apigee/customer/application directory are read. That means the migration retains any properties
that you set on the component.
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Invoking commands on SAP API Management Edge
components

SAP API Management Edge installs management utilities under /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin that you
can use to manage an SAP API Management Edge installation. For example, you can use the apigee-all utility to
start, stop, restart, or determine the status of all SAP API Management Edge components on the node:
/opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all stop|start|restart|status|version

Use the apigee-service utility to control and configure individual components. The apigee-service utility has
the form:
/opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service component action

For example, to restart the SAP API Management Edge Router:
/opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-router restart

You can determine the list of components installed on the node by examining the /opt/apigee directory. That
directory contains a subdirectory for every SAP API Management Edge component installed on the node. Each
subdirectory is prefixed by:
· apigee - a third-party component used by SAP API Management Edge. For example, apigee-cassandra.
· edge - an SAP API Management Edge component from SAP. For example, edge-management-server.
· baas - an SAP API Management BaaS component. For example, baas-sap-usergrid.

The complete list of actions for a component depends on the component itself, but all components support the
following actions:
· start, stop, restart

· status, version

· backup, restore

· install, uninstall

Install the SAP API Management Edge apigee-setup
utility

To install SAP API Management Edge on a node, you first install the Edge apigee-setup utility.

3.3.2.1 Default installation directory: /opt/apigee

Edge installs all files in the /opt/apigee directory. You cannot change this directory. However, if desired, you
can create a symlink to map /opt/apigee to another location. See Installation directory.
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3.3.2.2 Prerequisite: Disable SELinux

You must disable SELinux, or set it to permissive mode, before you can install SAP API Management Edge
apigee-setup utility or any SAP API Management Edge components. If necessary, after installing SAP API
Management Edge, you can re-enable SELinux.
Note: This step is not required on SUSE installations.

· To temporarily set SELinux to permissive mode, execute the following command:
On a Linux 6.x operating system:
echo 0 > /selinux/enforce

To re-enable SELinux after installing SAP API Management Edge:
echo 1 > /selinux/enforce

On a Linux 7.x operating system:
setenforce 0

To re-enable SELinux after installing SAP API Management Edge:
setenforce 1

· To permanently disable SELinux or set it to permissive mode:
Open /etc/sysconfig/selinux in an editor.
Set SELINUX=disabled or SELINUX=permissive
Save your edits.
Restart the node.
If necessary, re-enable SELinux after SAP API Management Edge installation by repeating this procedure
to set SELINUX=enabled.

3.3.2.3 Prerequisite: Enable EPEL repo

You must enable Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux (EPEL) to install or update SAP API Management Edge. The
command you use depends on your version of RedHat/CentOS:

For RedHat/CentOS 7.x:
> sudo wget https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/epel-release-latest-7.noarch.rpm;
rpm -ivh epel-release-latest-7.noarch.rpm

For RedHat/CentOS 6.x:
> sudo wget https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/epel-release-latest-6.noarch.rpm;
rpm -ivh epel-release-latest-6.noarch.rpm
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3.3.2.4 Steps to install SAP API Management apigee-setup
utility

SAP API Management provides you with the tar.gz  file,  which is a local repository or a mirror of SAP API
Management repo.  That mirror must then be accessible to all nodes. Once created, nodes can then access that
local mirror to install SAP API Management Edge.
After you create a local SAP API Management Edge repository, you might later have to update it with the latest
SAP API Management Edge release files.

The build will be in the format of "tar.gz". Most probably you will get build like: apigee-4.17.05.tar.gz.
Copy & extract the build to location of your choice e.g. /opt/apigee
cp apigee-4.17.05.tar.gz  /opt/apigee

cd /opt/apigee

tar -xzvf apigee-4.17.05.tar.gz

After extracting (e.g. in directory /opt/apigee) you'll get a directory called "repos". Check for
bootstrap.sh file inside "repos" and run below command:
sudo bash /<extraction_path>/repos/bootstrap.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/<extraction_path>/repos

If extraction_path = /opt/apigee we must run:
sudo bash /opt/apigee/repos/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/opt/apigee/repos

Note: For SUSE, the name of bootstrap file is different. In case of suse you will run below command:
sudo bash /<extraction_path>/repos/bootstrap-suse_4.17.05.sh
apigeeprotocol="file://" apigeerepobasepath=/<extraction_path>/repos

sudo bash /opt/apigee/repos/bootstrap-suse_4.17.05.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/opt/apigee/repos

Install apigee-setup & apigee-provision from directory "/opt/apigee/apigee¬service/bin/"
cd /opt/apigee/apigee¬service/bin/

./apigee-service apigee-setup install

./apigee-service apigee-provision install
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Steps to Install SAP API Management Edge apigee-
setup utility on a node

After you install the Edge apigee-setup utility on a node, use the apigee-setup utility to install one or more Edge
components on the node.

The apigee-setup utility uses a command in the form:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p component -f configFile
where component is the Edge component to install, and configFile is the silent configuration file containing the
installation information. The configuration file must be accessible or readable by the "apigee" user. For example,
you can create a new directory for the files, place them in the /usr/local or /usr/local/share directory, or
anywhere else on the node accessible by the "apigee" user.

For example, to install the Edge Management Server:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ms -f /usr/local/myConfig

3.3.3.1 Installation considerations

Setting up Postgres master-standby replication

By default, SAP API Management Edge installs all Postgres nodes in master mode. However, in most production
systems, you configure them to use master-standby replication so that if the master node fails, the standby node
can continue to server traffic.
You can enable and configure master-standby replication at install time by using properties in the silent config file.
Or, you can enable master-standby replication after installation. For more, see Set up Master-Standby Replication
for Postgres.

Enabling Cassandra authentication

By default, Cassandra installs without authentication enabled. That means anyone can access Cassandra. You
can enable authentication after installing SAP API Management Edge, or as part of the installation process.
You can enable Cassandra authentication at install time by using properties in the silent config file. Or, you can
enable it after installation.

Note:
While you can enable authentication when you install Cassandra, you cannot change the default
username and password. You must perform that step manually after installation of Cassandra completes.
For more, see Enable Cassandra authentication.
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Using a protected port in a virtual host

If you want to create a virtual host that binds the Router to a protected port, such as port numbers less than 1024,
then you must configure the Router to run as a user with access to those ports. By default, the Router runs as the
user "apigee" which does not have access to privileged ports.
For infomration about how to confgure a virtual host and Router to access ports below 1000, see Setting up a
virtual host.

3.3.3.2 Specifying the components to install

The following table lists the options you pass to the -p option of the apigee-service utility to specify which
components to install on the node:

Component Port

c Install Cassandra only.

zk Install ZooKeeper only

ds Install ZooKeeper and Cassandra.

ld Install OpenLDAP only.

ms Install SAP API Management Server, which also installs the SAP API Management Edge UI
and OpenLDAP.

r Install SAP API Management Edge Router only.

mp Install SAP API Management Edge Message Processor only.

rmp Install SAP API Management Edge Router and Message Processor.

ui Install SAP API Management Edge UI

qs Install Qpid Server only.

ps Install Postgres Server only.

pdb Install Postgres database only - used only when installing the Developer Portal Services.
See the Developer Portal Services Guide for more information.

sax · Install analytics components, meaning Qpid and Postgres.
· Use this option for development and testing only, not for production.

sa · Install SAP API Management Edge standalone, meaning Cassandra, ZooKeeper,
Management Server, OpenLDAP, SAP API Management Edge UI, Router, and Message
Processor. This option omits the SAP API Management Edge analytics components:
Qpid and Postgres.

· Use this option for development and testing only, not for production.

aio · Install all components on a single node.
· Use this option for development and testing only, not for production.
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Component Port

dp · Intsall the Deverloper Services portal

3.3.3.3 Creating a configuration file & Installing Components

The configuration file contains all the information necessary to install SAP API Management Edge. You can often
use the same configuration file to install all components in an SAP API Management Edge installation.

Note:
In the configuration file, you must specify all Cassandra nodes by IP address. Other components can be
specified by IP address or DNS name.

SAP API Management Edge SP08 added a new required parameter to the configuration file used when
you enable an SMTP server. You must now set SMTPMAILFROM in the configuration file when enabling the
SMTP server. See the examples below.

However, you must use different configuration files, or modify your configuration file, if:
· You are installing multiple OpenLDAP servers and need to configure replication as part of a 13-node

installation. Each file requires different values for LDAP_SID and LDAP_PEER.
· You are creating multiple data centers as part of a 12-node installation. Each data center requires different

settings for properties such as ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS and CASS_HOSTS.

Each installation topology described below shows an example config file for that topology.

3.3.3.4 Installation log files

By default, the setup.sh utility writes log information about the installation to:
/opt/apigee/var/log/apigee-setup/setup.log

If the user running the setup.sh utility does not have access to that directory, it writes the log to the /tmp
directory as a file named setup_username.log.
If the user does not have access to /tmp, the setup.sh utility fails.

3.3.3.5 Example configuration file

Shown below is an example of a complete silent configuration file for a 9 node SAP API Management Edge
installation. Edit this file as necessary for your configuration. Use the -f option to setup.sh to include this file. Also,
shown below are example configuration files for each SAP API Management Edge topology.
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Note: The definition of the IP# variables for the Router, Message Processor, Qpid, and Postgres nodes are for
illustrating the node configuration; they are not actually used.
# IP address or DNS name of nodes.

IP1=192.168.1.1  # Management Server, OpenLDAP, UI, ZooKeeper, Cassandra

IP2=192.168.1.2  # ZooKeeper, Cassandra

IP3=192.168.1.3  # ZooKeeper, Cassandra

IP4=192.168.1.4  # Router, Message Processor

IP5=192.168.1.5  # Router, Message Processor

IP6=192.168.1.6  # Qpid

IP7=192.168.1.7  # Qpid

IP8=192.168.1.8  # Postgres

IP9=192.168.1.9  # Postgres

# Must resolve to IP address or DNS name of host - not to 127.0.0.1 or localhost.

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

# Set Edge sys admin credentials.

ADMIN_EMAIL=your@email.com

APIGEE_ADMINPW=yourPassword    # If omitted, you are prompted for it.

# Location of Edge license file.

LICENSE_FILE=/tmp/license.txt

# Management Server information.

MSIP=$IP1    # IP or DNS name of Management Server node.

# Specify the port the Management Server listens on for API calls.

# APIGEE_PORT_HTTP_MS=8080    # Default is 8080.

#

# OpenLDAP information.

#

# Set to y if you are connecting to a remote LDAP server.

# If n, Edge installs OpenLDAP when it installs the Management Server.

USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST=n

# If connecting to remote OpenLDAP server, specify the IP/DNS name and port.

# LDAP_HOST=$IP1    # IP or DNS name of OpenLDAP node.

# LDAP_PORT=10389   # Default is 10389.

APIGEE_LDAPPW=yourLdapPassword

# Specify OpenLDAP without replication, 1, or with replication, 2.
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LDAP_TYPE=1

# Set only if using replication.

# LDAP_SID=1    # Unique ID for this LDAP server.

# LDAP_PEER=    # IP or DNS name of LDAP peer.

BIND_ON_ALL_INTERFACES=y

# The Message Processor and Router pod.

MP_POD=gateway

# The name of the region, corresponding to the data center name.

REGION=dc-1 # Use dc-1 unless installing in a

            # multi-data center environment.

# ZooKeeper information.

# See table below if installing in a multi-data center environment.

ZK_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"         # IP/DNS names of all ZooKeeper nodes.

ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"  # IP/DNS names of all ZooKeeper nodes.

# Cassandra information.

CASS_CLUSTERNAME=Apigee    # Default name is Apigee.

# IP or DNS names of the Cassandra hosts separated by spaces.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP1:1,1 $IP2:1,1 $IP3:1,1"

# Set to enable Cassandra authentication.

# CASS_AUTH=y    # The default value is n.

# Cassandra uname/pword required if you enabled Cassandra authentication.

# CASS_USERNAME=

# CASS_PASSWORD=

# Set Postgres password. Default is postgres.

PG_PWD=postgres

# Use to enable Postgres master-standby replication

# when you have multiple Postgres nodes.

# PG_MASTER=IPorDNSofNewMaster

# PG_STANDBY=IPorDNSofOldMaster

# SMTP information.
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SKIP_SMTP=n       # Skip now and configure later by specifying "y".

SMTPHOST=smtp.gmail.com

SMTPUSER=your@email.com

SMTPPASSWORD=yourEmailPassword

SMTPSSL=y

SMTPPORT=465      # If no SSL, use a different port, such as 25.

BRAND=sap

The following table contains additional information about these properties:

Property Note

IP/DNS names Do not use a host name mapping to 127.0.0.1 or an IP address of
127.0.0.1 when specifying the IP address of a node.

ADMIN_EMAIL
APIGEE_ADMINPW

The system administrator's password must be at least 8 characters long
and contain one uppercase letter, one lowercase letter, one digit or one
special character. If you omit the password, you will be prompted for it.

LICENSE_FILE The location of the license file, which must be accessible to the  "apigee"
user. For example, store it in the /tmp directory and chmod 777 on the
file. The file is copied to the SAP API Management Edge installation
directory.

USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST

LDAP_HOST
LDAP_PORT

If USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST is n, SAP API Management Edge
automatically installs OpenLDAP when it installs the Management
Server.
Set USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST to y if you are connecting to a remote
LDAP server. OpenLDAP is not installed with the Management Server.
If you are connecting to a remote OpenLDAP server, use LDAP_HOST
and LDAP_PORT to specify the IP address or DNS name and port number
of the host.

LDAP_TYPE

LDAP_SID
LDAP_PEER

Set LDAP_TYPE=1 for OpenLDAP with no replication. LDAP_TYPE=2
corresponds to OpenLDAP with replication.
If your SAP API Management Edge topology uses a single OpenLDAP
server, specify 1. If your SAP API Management Edge installation uses
multiple OpenLDAP nodes, such as in a 13-node production installation,
specify 2.
If you enable replication, set the following properties:
· LDAP_SID=1 - Unique ID for this LDAP server. Each LDAP node uses

a different ID. For example, set to 2 for LDAP peer.
· LDAP_PEER=10.0.0.1 - IP or DNS name of LDAP peer.

BIND_ON_ALL_INTERFACES If set to "y" then the Router/Message Processor bind (listen) on all
interfaces (IPs). If set to “n” then the Router/Message Processor bind
(listen) on a specific interface, the IP returned by the "hostname -i"
command).
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Property Note

MP_POD Specify as gateway - you cannot change the pod name.

REGION Names must be in the form dc-# where # corresponds to an integer
value. For example, dc-1, dc-2, etc. Use dc-1 unless installing in a multi-
data center environment.
In a multiple data center installation, the value is dc-1, or dc-2, etc.
depending on which data center you are installing.

ZK_HOSTS The IP addresses or DNS names of the ZooKeeper nodes. The IP
addresses or DNS names must be listed in the same order on all
ZooKeeper nodes.
In a multi-data center environment, list all ZooKeeper nodes from both
data centers.
Specify the “:observer” modifier  on ZooKeeper nodes only when
creating multiple data centers as described in a 12-host installation. In a
single data center installation, omit that modifier.

ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS The IP addresses or DNS names of the ZooKeeper nodes used by this
data center. The IP addresses or DNS names must be listed in the same
order on all ZooKeeper nodes.
In a single data center installation, these are the same nodes as specified
by ZK_HOSTS.
In a multi-data center environment, list only the ZooKeeper nodes in this
data center.

CASS_HOSTS The IP addresses or DNS names of the Cassandra nodes. The first two
nodes will be used as seed servers. The IP addresses or DNS names
must be listed in the same order on all Cassandra nodes.
Cassandra nodes can have an optional “:dc,ra” suffix that specifies the
data center and rack of the Cassandra node. Specify this modifier only
when creating multiple data centers as described in a 12-host
installation. In a single data center installation, omit that modifier.
For example '192.168.124.201:1,1 = datacenter 1 and rack/availability
zone 1, and '192.168.124.204:2,1 = datacenter 2 and rack/availability
zone 1.
In a multi-datacenter environment, to overcome firewall issues,
CASS_HOSTS have to be ordered in a manner (as shown in above
example) such that the nodes of the current datacenter are placed at the
beginning.

CASS_AUTH
CASS_USERNAME

CASS_PASSWORD

If you enable Cassandra authentication, CASS_AUTH=y, you can pass the
Cassandra user name and password by using these properties.

PG_MASTER

PG_STANDBY

Set to enable Postgres master-standby replication, in the form:
PG_MASTER=IPorDNSofNewMaster
PG_STANDBY=IPorDNSofOldMaster
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Property Note

SKIP_SMTP
SMTPHOST
SMTPUSER

SMTPPASSWORD
SMTPSSL
SMTPPORT

Configure SMTP so SAP API Management Edge can send emails for lost
passwords and other notifications.

3.3.3.6 Install SAP API Management Edge Componenets

This section describes how to install Edge components for the different topologies. The order of component
installation is based on your desired topology.
All the installation example shown below assume that you are installing:
· With Cassandra authentication disabled (default). See Enabling Cassandra authentication for more.
· With Postgres master-standby replication disabled (default). See Set up Master-Standby Replication for

Postgres for more.
· Message Processor and Router on the same node. If you install the Message Processors and Routers on

different nodes, install all the Message Processors first, and then all the Routers.

Note:
You must disable SELinux or set it to permissive mode before you install SAP API Management Edge
components.
The Installation Checklist details the installation prerequisites and provides a list of required files to obtain
before proceeding with the installation. Ensure that you have reviewed the checklist before beginning the
installation process.

All-in-one Installation

Install all components on a single node using the command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p aio -f configFile

Test the installation as described at Test the install.
Onboard your organization as described at Onboard an organization.

Shown below is a silent configuration file for this topology. For a complete reference on the config file, see
Example configuration file.

# With SMTP

IP1=IPorDNSnameOfNode

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

ADMIN_EMAIL=opdk@google.com
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APIGEE_ADMINPW=Secret123

LICENSE_FILE=/tmp/license.txt

MSIP=$IP1

LDAP_TYPE=1

APIGEE_LDAPPW=secret

BIND_ON_ALL_INTERFACES=y

MP_POD=gateway

REGION=dc-1

ZK_HOSTS="$IP1"

ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS="$IP1"

# Must use IP addresses for CASS_HOSTS, not DNS names.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP1"

# Default is postgres

PG_PWD=postgres

SKIP_SMTP=n

SMTPHOST=smtp.example.com

SMTPUSER=smtp@example.com

# omit for no username

SMTPPASSWORD=smtppwd

# omit for no password

SMTPSSL=n

SMTPPORT=25

SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.co>"

BRAND=sap

mailto:myco@company.co
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2-host standalone installation

Install Standalone Gateway and node 1
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p sa -f configFile

Install Analytics on node 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p sax -f configFile

Test the installation as described at Test the install.
Onboard your organization as described at Onboard an organization.

Shown below is a silent configuration file for this topology For a complete reference on the config file, see Example
configuration file.

# With SMTP

IP1=IPorDNSnameOfNode1

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

ADMIN_EMAIL=opdk@google.com

APIGEE_ADMINPW=Secret123

LICENSE_FILE=/tmp/license.txt

MSIP=$IP1

LDAP_TYPE=1

APIGEE_LDAPPW=secret

BIND_ON_ALL_INTERFACES=y

MP_POD=gateway

REGION=dc-1

ZK_HOSTS="$IP1"

ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS="$IP1"

# Must use IP addresses for CASS_HOSTS, not DNS names.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP1"

# Default is postgres

PG_PWD=postgres

SKIP_SMTP=n

SMTPHOST=smtp.example.com

SMTPUSER=smtp@example.com

# omit for no username

SMTPPASSWORD=smtppwd

# omit for no password

SMTPSSL=n

SMTPPORT=25

SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.co>"

BRAND=sap

mailto:myco@company.co
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5-host clustered installation

Install Datastore cluster on nodes 1, 2 and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ds -f configFile

Install Management Server on node 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ms -f configFile

Install Router and Message Processor on nodes 2 and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p rmp -f configFile

Install Analytics on node 4 and 5:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p sax -f configFile

Test the installation as described at Test the install.
Onboard your organization as described at Onboard an organization.

Shown below is a silent configuration file for this topology. For a complete reference on the config file, see
Example configuration file.

# With SMTP

IP1=IPorDNSnameOfNode1

IP2=IPorDNSnameOfNode2

IP3=IPorDNSnameOfNode3

IP4=IPorDNSnameOfNode4

IP5=IPorDNSnameOfNode5

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

ADMIN_EMAIL=opdk@google.com

APIGEE_ADMINPW=Secret123

LICENSE_FILE=/tmp/license.txt

MSIP=$IP1

USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST=n

LDAP_TYPE=1

APIGEE_LDAPPW=secret

BIND_ON_ALL_INTERFACES=y

MP_POD=gateway

REGION=dc-1

ZK_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

# Must use IP addresses for CASS_HOSTS, not DNS names.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

# Default is postgres

PG_PWD=postgres
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PG_MASTER=$IP4

PG_STANDBY=$IP5

SKIP_SMTP=n

SMTPHOST=smtp.example.com

SMTPUSER=smtp@example.com

# omit for no username

SMTPPASSWORD=smtppwd

# omit for no password

SMTPSSL=n

SMTPPORT=25

SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.co>"

BRAND=sap

9-host clustered installation

Install Datastore cluster on nodes 1, 2 and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ds -f configFile

Install Management Server on node 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ms -f configFile

Install Router and Message Processor on nodes 4 and 5:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p rmp -f configFile

Install Analytics Qpid Server on node 6 and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p qs -f configFile

Install Analytics Postgress Server on node 8 and 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ps -f configFile

Test the installation as described at Test the install.
Onboard your organization as described at Onboard an organization.

Shown below is a silent configuration file for this topology. For a complete reference on the config file, see
Example configuration file.

# With SMTP

IP1=IPorDNSnameOfNode1

IP2=IPorDNSnameOfNode2

IP3=IPorDNSnameOfNode3

IP8=IPorDNSnameOfNode8

IP9=IPorDNSnameOfNode9

mailto:myco@company.co
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HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

ADMIN_EMAIL=opdk@google.com

APIGEE_ADMINPW=Secret123

LICENSE_FILE=/tmp/license.txt

MSIP=$IP1

USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST=n

LDAP_TYPE=1

APIGEE_LDAPPW=secret

BIND_ON_ALL_INTERFACES=y

MP_POD=gateway

REGION=dc-1

ZK_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

# Must use IP addresses for CASS_HOSTS, not DNS names.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

# Default is postgres

PG_PWD=postgres

SKIP_SMTP=n

PG_MASTER=$IP8

PG_STANDBY=$IP9

SMTPHOST=smtp.example.com

SMTPUSER=smtp@example.com

# omit for no username

SMTPPASSWORD=smtppwd

# omit for no password

SMTPSSL=n

SMTPPORT=25

SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.co>"

BRAND=sap

13-host clustered installation

Install Datastore Cluster Node on node 1, 2 and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ds -f configFile

Install OpenLDAP on node 4 and 5:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ld -f configFile

Install SAP API Management Server on node 6 and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ms -f configFile

mailto:myco@company.co
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Install SAP API Management Analytics Postgres Server on node 8 and 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ps -f configFile

Install SAP API Management Router and Message Processor on node 10 and 11:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p rmp -f configFile

Install SAP API Management Analytics Qpid Server on node 12 and 13:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p qs -f configFile

Configure the Routers on nodes 10 and 11 as described in Configuring Routers after installation
Test the installation as described at Test the install.
Onboard your organization as described at Onboard an organization.

Shown below is a silent configuration file for this topology. For a complete reference on the config file, see
Example configuration file.

# For all components except OpenLDAP

IP1=IPorDNSnameOfNode1

IP2=IPorDNSnameOfNode2

IP3=IPorDNSnameOfNode3

IP4=IPorDNSnameOfNode4

IP5=IPorDNSnameOfNode5

IP6=IPorDNSnameOfNode6

IP7=IPorDNSnameOfNode7

IP8=IPorDNSnameOfNode8

IP9=IPorDNSnameOfNode9

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

ADMIN_EMAIL=opdk@google.com

APIGEE_ADMINPW=Secret123

LICENSE_FILE=/tmp/license.txt

# First Management Server on IP6

MSIP=$IP6

USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST=y

LDAP_HOST=$IP4

LDAP_PORT=10389

# Second Management Server on IP7

# MSIP=$IP7

# USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST=y

# LDAP_HOST=$IP5

# LDAP_PORT=10389

# Same password for both OpenLDAPs.

APIGEE_LDAPPW=secret

# For OpenLDAP on IP4 and IP5

IP1=IPorDNSnameOfNode1

IP2=IPorDNSnameOfNode2

IP3=IPorDNSnameOfNode3

IP4=IPorDNSnameOfNode4

IP5=IPorDNSnameOfNode5

IP6=IPorDNSnameOfNode6

IP7=IPorDNSnameOfNode7

IP8=IPorDNSnameOfNode8

IP9=IPorDNSnameOfNode9

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

ADMIN_EMAIL=opdk@google.com

APIGEE_ADMINPW=Secret123

# First OpenLDAP Server on
IP4

MSIP=$IP6

USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST=n

LDAP_TYPE=2

LDAP_SID=1

LDAP_PEER=$IP5

# Second OpenLDAP Server on
IP5

# MSIP=$IP7

# USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST=n

# LDAP_TYPE=2

# LDAP_SID=2

# LDAP_PEER=$IP4
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BIND_ON_ALL_INTERFACES=y

MP_POD=gateway

REGION=dc-1

ZK_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

# Must use IP addresses for CASS_HOSTS, not
DNS names.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

# Default is postgres

PG_PWD=postgres

PG_MASTER=$IP8

PG_STANDBY=$IP9

SKIP_SMTP=n

SMTPHOST=smtp.example.com

SMTPUSER=smtp@example.com

# omit for no username

SMTPPASSWORD=smtppwd

# omit for no password

SMTPSSL=n

SMTPPORT=25

SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.co>"

BRAND=sap

# Set same password for both
OpenLDAPs.

APIGEE_LDAPPW=secret

BRAND=sap
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12-host clustered installation

Before you install Edge on a 12-host clustered topology (two data centers), you must understand how to set the
ZooKeeper and Cassandra properties in the silent config file.

ZooKeeper
For the ZK_HOSTS property for both data centers, specify the IP addresses or DNS names of all ZooKeeper nodes
from both data centers, in the same order, and mark any nodes with the with “:observer” modifier. Nodes without
the “:observer” modifier are called "voters". You must have an odd number of "voters" in your configuration.
In this topology, the ZooKeeper host on host 9 is the observer:

For the ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS property for each data center, specify the IP addresses or DNS names of only the
ZooKeeper nodes in the data center, in the same order, for all ZooKeeper nodes in the data center. In the example
configuration file shown below, node 9 is tagged with the “:observer” modifier so that you have five voters: Nodes
1, 2, 3, 7, and 8.

Cassandra
All datacenters must to have the same number of Cassandra nodes.
For CASS_HOSTS for each data center, ensure that you specify all Cassandra IP addresses (not DNS names) for
both data centers. For data center 1, list the Cassandra nodes in that data center first. For data center 2, list the
Cassandra nodes in that data center first. List the Cassandra nodes in the same order for all Cassandra nodes in
the data center.
All Cassandra nodes must have a suffix ':<d>,<r>', for example '<ip>:1,1 = datacenter 1 and rack/availability zone 1
and '<ip>:2,1 = datacenter 2 and rack/availability zone 1.
For example, "192.168.124.201:1,1 192.168.124.202:1,1 192.168.124.203:1,1 192.168.124.204:2,1
192.168.124.205:2,1 192.168.124.206:2,1"
The first node in rack/availability zone 1 of each datacenter will be used as the seed server.

In this deployment model, Cassandra setup will look like this:
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Install Datastore Cluster Node on node 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, and 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ds -f configFile
Install Apigee Management Server with OpenLDAP replication on node 1 and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ms -f configFile
Install Router and Message Processor on nodes 2, 3, 8 and 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p rmp -f configFile
Install Apigee Analytics Qpid Server on node 4, 5, 10, and 11:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p qs -f configFile
Install Apigee Analytics Postgres Server on node 6 and 12:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ps -f configFile
Test the installation as described at Test the install.
Onboard your organization as described at Onboard an organization.

Shown below is a silent configuration file for this topology. For a complete reference on the config file, see
Example configuration file.
Configures OpenLDAP with replication across two OpenLDAP nodes.
· Specifies the “:observer” modifier on one ZooKeeper node. In a single data center installation, omit that

modifier.

# Datacenter 1

IP1=IPorDNSnameOfNode1

IP2=IPorDNSnameOfNode2

IP3=IPorDNSnameOfNode3

IP6=IPorDNSnameOfNode6

IP7=IPorDNSnameOfNode7

IP8=IPorDNSnameOfNode8

IP9=IPorDNSnameOfNode9

IP12=IPorDNSnameOfNode12

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

MSIP=$IP1

ADMIN_EMAIL=opdk@apigee.com

APIGEE_ADMINPW=Secret123

LICENSE_FILE=/tmp/license.txt

USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST=n

LDAP_TYPE=2

LDAP_SID=1

LDAP_PEER=$IP7

APIGEE_LDAPPW=secret

BIND_ON_ALL_INTERFACES=y

# Datacenter 2

IP1=IPorDNSnameOfNode1

IP2=IPorDNSnameOfNode2

IP3=IPorDNSnameOfNode3

IP6=IPorDNSnameOfNode6

IP7=IPorDNSnameOfNode7

IP8=IPorDNSnameOfNode8

IP9=IPorDNSnameOfNode9

IP12=IPorDNSnameOfNode12

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

MSIP=$IP7

ADMIN_EMAIL=opdk@apigee.com

APIGEE_ADMINPW=Secret123

LICENSE_FILE=/tmp/license.txt

USE_LDAP_REMOTE_HOST=n

LDAP_TYPE=2

LDAP_SID=2

LDAP_PEER=$IP1

APIGEE_LDAPPW=secret

BIND_ON_ALL_INTERFACES=y
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MP_POD=gateway-1

REGION=dc-1

ZK_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3 $IP7 $IP8
$IP9:observer"

ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

# Must use IP addresses for CASS_HOSTS, not
DNS names.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP1:1,1 $IP2:1,1 $IP3:1,1
$IP7:2,1 $IP8:2,1 $IP9:2,1"

# Default is postgres

PG_PWD=postgres

PG_MASTER=$IP6

PG_STANDBY=$IP12

SKIP_SMTP=n

SMTPHOST=smtp.example.com

SMTPUSER=smtp@example.com

# omit for no username

SMTPPASSWORD=smtppwd

# omit for no password

SMTPSSL=n

SMTPPORT=25

SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.co>"

BRAND=sap

MP_POD=gateway-2

REGION=dc-2

ZK_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3 $IP7 $IP8
$IP9:observer"

ZK_CLIENT_HOSTS="$IP7 $IP8 $IP9"

# Must use IP addresses for CASS_HOSTS,
not DNS names.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP7:2,1 $IP8:2,1 $IP9:2,1
$IP1:1,1 $IP2:1,1 $IP3:1,1"

# Default is postgres

PG_PWD=postgres

PG_MASTER=$IP6

PG_STANDBY=$IP12

SKIP_SMTP=n

SMTPHOST=smtp.example.com

SMTPUSER=smtp@example.com

# omit for no username

SMTPPASSWORD=smtppwd

# omit for no password

SMTPSSL=n

SMTPPORT=25

SMTPMAILFROM="My Company
<myco@company.co>"

BRAND=sap

Test the install

SAP API Management provides test scripts that you can use to validate your installation.

3.3.4.1 Run the validation tests

Each step of the validation testing process returns an HTTP 20X response code for a successful test.

To run the test scripts:
Install apigee-validate on the Management Server node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate install

mailto:myco@company.co
mailto:myco@company.co
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Run the setup command on the Management Server node to invoke the test scripts:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate setup -f configFile

The configFile file must contain the following property
APIGEE_ADMINPW=sysAdminPword

If omitted, you will be prompted for the password.

By default, the apigee-validate utility creates a virtual host on the Router that uses port 59001. If that
port is not open on the Router, you can optionally include the VHOST_PORT property in the config file to set
the port. For example:
VHOST_PORT=9000

The script then does the following:
Creates an organization and associates it with the pod.
Creates an environment and associates the Message Processor with the environment.
Creates a virtual host.
Imports a simple health check proxy and deploys the application to the “test” environment.
Import the SmartDocs proxy.
Executes the test to make sure everything is working as expected.

A successful test returns the 20X HTTP response.

To remove the organization, environment and other artifacts created by the test scripts:
Run the following command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate clean -f configFile

where configFile is the same file you used to run the tests.

3.3.4.2 Verify pod installation

Now that you have installed the SAP API Management Analytics, it is recommended that you perform following
basic but important validation:

Verify that Management Server is in the central POD. On Management Server, run the following CURL
command:

curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://localhost:8080/v1/servers?pod=central

You should see output in the form:

[ {

  "internalIP" : "192.168.1.11",

  "isUp" : true,

  "pod" : "central",
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  "reachable" : true,

  "region" : "dc-1",

  "tags" : {

    "property" : [ ]

  },

  "type" : [ "application-datastore", "scheduler-datastore", "management-server",
"auth-datastore", "apimodel-datastore", "user-settings

 datastore", "audit-datastore" ],

  "uUID" : "d4bc87c6-2baf-4575-98aa-88c37b260469"

 }, {

  "externalHostName" : "localhost",

  "externalIP" : "192.168.1.11",

  "internalHostName" : "localhost",

  "internalIP" : "192.168.1.11",

  "isUp" : true,

  "pod" : "central",

  "reachable" : true,

  "region" : "dc-1",

  "tags" : {

    "property" : [ {

      "name" : "started.at",

      "value" : "1454691312854"

    }, ... ]

  },

  "type" : [ "qpid-server" ],

  "uUID" : "9681202c-8c6e-4da1-b59b-23e3ef092f34"

 } ]

Verify that Router and Message Processor are in gateway POD. On Management Server, run the following
CURL command:
curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://localhost:8080/v1/servers?pod=gateway

You see output like the central pod but for the Router and Message Processor.
Verify that Postgres is in analytics POD. On Management Server, run the following CURL command:
curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://localhost:8080/v1/servers?pod=analytics

You see output like the central pod but for Postgres.
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Onboard an organization

Use the setup-org commmand to perform the onboarding process. You must run the script on the Management
Server node.
As part of the onboarding process, the script:
· Optionally creates a new user to function as the organization administrator.
· Creates the organization.
· Adds the specified user as the org admin. The user must already exist; otherwise the script issues an error.
· Associates the organization with a pod, by default is associates it with the "gateway" pod.
· Create an environment.
· Create a virtual host for the environment.
· Associate the environment with all Message Processor(s).
· Enable analytics.

Note:
You cannot create two organizations with the same name. In that case, the second create will fail.

3.3.5.1 Configuration file for onboarding

Pass a configuration file to the setup-org command.  To use silent configuration, invoke the setup-org.sh
script and specify the -f option, including the path to the silent configuration file:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-provision setup-org -f
/tmp/configFile

The only requirement on silent installations is that the configuration file must be accessible or readable by the
"apigee" user. For example, put the file in the /tmp directory on the node.
Shown below is an example silent configuration file. Edit it as necessary for your requirements:
IP1=192.168.1.1

# Specify the IP or DNS name of the Management Server.

MSIP="$IP1"

# Specify the Edge admin credentials.

ADMIN_EMAIL="admin@email.com"

APIGEE_ADMINPW=adminPassword     # If omitted, you are prompted for it.

# Specify organization name and administrator.

ORG_NAME=myorg  # lowercase only, no spaces, underscores, or periods.

#
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# Set the organization administrator.

# Do not use sys admin as organization administrator.

#

# Create a new user for the organization administrator.

NEW_USER="y"

# New user information if NEW_USER="y".

USER_NAME=new@user.com

FIRST_NAME=new

LAST_NAME=user

USER_PWD="newUserPword"

ORG_ADMIN=new@user.com

# Specify an existing user as the organization admin,

# omit USER_NAME, FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME, USER_PWD.

# NEW_USER="n"

# ORG_ADMIN=existing@user.com

# Specify environment name.

ENV_NAME=prod

# Specify virtual host information.

VHOST_PORT=9001

VHOST_NAME=default

# If you have a DNS entry for the virtual host.

VHOST_ALIAS=myorg-test.apigee.net

# If you do not have a DNS entry for the virtual host,

# specify the IP and port of each router as a space-separated list:

# VHOST_ALIAS="firstRouterIP:9001 secondRouterIP:9001"

# Optionally set the base URL displayed by the Edge UI for an

# API proxy deployed to the virtual host.

# VHOST_BASEURL="http://myCo.com"

# Optionally configure TLS/SSL for virtual host.

# VHOST_SSL=y     # Set to "y" to enable TLS/SSL on the virtual host.

# KEYSTORE_JAR=   # JAR file containing the cert and private key.

# KEYSTORE_NAME=  # Name of the keystore.

# KEYSTORE_ALIAS= # The key alias.

# KEY_PASSWORD=   # The key password, if it has one.
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# Specify the analytics group.

# AXGROUP=axgroup-001 # Default name is axgroup-001.

Notes:
For VHOST_ALIAS, if you already have a DNS record that you will use to access to the virtual host, specify
the host alias and optionally the port, for example, “myapi.example.com”. If you do not yet have a DNS
record, you can use the IP address of the Router.

For more on how to configure the virtual host, see Setting up a virtual host.

3.3.5.2 Onboarding Procedure

Install apigee-provision on the Management Server node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-provision install

Run the command on the Management Server node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-provision setup-org -f
configFile

The configuration file must be accessible or readable by the "apigee" user. For example, put the file in the
/tmp directory on the node.

3.3.5.3 Onboarding Verification

On completion of onboarding, verify the status of the system by issuing the following CURL commands on the
Management Server node.

Check for user and organization status on the Management Server by issuing the following CURL commands:
curl -u <adminEmail>:<admin passwd> http://localhost:8080/v1/users

curl -u <adminEmail>:<admin passwd> http://localhost:8080/v1/organizations

curl -u <adminEmail>:<admin passwd>
http://localhost:8080/v1/organizations/<orgname>/deployments

If you enabled analytics, then use this command:
curl -u <adminEmail>:<admin passwd>
http://localhost:8080/v1/organizations/<orgname>/environments/<envname>/pr
ovisioning/axstatus

http://localhost:8080/v1/users
http://localhost:8080/v1/organizations
http://localhost:8080/v1/organizations/
http://localhost:8080/v1/organizations/
http://localhost:8080/v1/organizations/
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You can also check the PostgreSQL database status by running the following command on Machine 2 to start
psql:
> psql -h /opt/apigee/var/run/apigee-postgresql -U apigee apigee

At the command prompt, enter the following command to view the analytics table for your organization:
apigee=# : \d analytics."<orgname>.prod.fact"

Use the following command to exit psql:
apigee=# \q

Access the SAP API Management Edge user interface using a web browser. Remember that you already
noted the management console URL at the end of the installation.

Launch your preferred browser and enter the URL of the SAP API Management Edge UI. It looks like the
following, where the IP address is for Machine 1, or for whichever machine you installed the UI on for
alternative configurations:
http://192.168.56.111:9000/login

9000 is the port number used by the UI. If you are starting the browser directly on the server hosting the
SAP API Management Edge UI, then you can use a URL in the form:
http://localhost:9000/login

Note: Ensure that port 9000 is open.

On the console login page, specify the SAP API Management system admin username/password.
Note: This is the global system administrator password that you have set during the installation.
Alternately, you can:

Sign up for a new SAP API Management user account and use the new user credential to login.
Choose Sign In, the browser redirects to:
http://192.168.56.111:9000/<orgname>

and opens a dashboard which allows you to configure the organization created before (if logged in using
SAP API Management admin credentials).

 If you are new to SAP API Management Edge, you can create your first API proxy.

http://192.168.56.111:9000/login
http://localhost:9000/login
http://192.168.56.111:9000/%3corgname
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Note on the post-installation configurations

Configuration for enabling shared flows and flow hooks:

Create a file by name ui.properties in the folder /opt/apigee/customer/application
Add the following line and save the file.
conf_apigee_apigee.feature.enablesharedflows=true

Change the owner to apigee user
chown apigee:apigee ui.properties

 Restart the ui component.
"apigee-service edge-sap-ui restart"

Enabling "Error Code Analysis" dashboard

Edit the file /opt/apigee/customer/application/ui.properties
Add the feature conf/apigee.conf+apigee.feature.disableErrorAnalysis="false"
Restart the ui component.
"apigee-service edge-sap-ui restart"

Enabling KVM Encryption in SAP API Management Edge UI dashboard

Edit the file /opt/apigee/customer/application/ui.properties
Add the feature conf/apigee.conf+apigee.feature.kvmEncryption="true"
Restart the ui component.
"apigee-service edge-sap-ui restart"
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4 Install SmartDocs

SmartDocs is installed automatically when you install and run the installation test scripts described in Test the
install. As part of running the test scripts, you run the following commands:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate install

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate setup -f configFile

This command installs SmartDocs as part of running the tests.

To test that SmartDocs is installed, confirm that the smartdocs.zip file is in the following directory:
/opt/apigee/apigee-validate/bundles/

Or run the following API call on the Management Server node:
> curl -v -u adminEmail:adminPword 0:8080/v1/o/VALIDATE/apis

This command should return the following if SmartDocs is installed:
[ "smartdocs", "passthrough" ]
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5 7-host and 10-host SAP API Management
BaaS Installation

Note: The Installation Checklist details the installation prerequisites and provides a list of required files to obtain
before proceeding with the installation. Ensure that you have reviewed the checklist before beginning the
installation process.

Using a Load Balancer

A production installation of SAP API Management BaaS uses a load balancer between the SAP API Management
BaaS Portal node and SAP API Management BaaS Stack nodes. When configuring the Portal, you specify the IP
address or DNS name of the load balancer, not of the Stack nodes.
As an alternative to a load balancer, you could use round-robin DNS. In this scenario, you create a DNS entry with
multiple A records corresponding to BaaS stack IP addresses. During a DNS lookup, the DNS server automatically
returns A record values in a round-robin fashion.
Note: SAP API Management BaaS testing and development environments can install all components on a single
node, or with a single SAP API Management BaaS Stack node. If your installation uses a single SAP API
Management BaaS Stack node, the load balancer is not required and you can specify the IP address or DNS name
of the SAP API Management BaaS Stack when configuring the Portal.

Connecting to Cassandra

When installing SAP API Management BaaS, you can choose to connect SAP API Management BaaS and Edge to
the same Cassandra cluster, or create a separate Cassandra cluster for SAP API Management BaaS. Smaller SAP
API Management BaaS installations, meaning those with lower traffic volumes, often share a Cassandra cluster
with Edge.

For the high throughput and availability, or to separate Cassandra clusters into different network zones, SAP API
Management recommends that you use separate Cassandra clusters. Separate clusters maximize performance if
you are experiencing high traffic loads on SAP API Management BaaS.

Date synchronization

You must have the date/time on all servers synchronized. If not already configured, ‘ntpdate’ utility could serve
this purpose, which verifies whether servers are time synchronized. You can use “yum install ntp” to install
the utility.
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Tomcat security

The SAP API Management BaaS installer also installs the Apache Tomcat server on all SAP API Management
BaaS Stack nodes, including the Tomcat administrator UI. The installer leaves the default administrator
credentials unchanged from admin:admin.
If necessary, you can change these credentials as part of securing Tomcat. For more information, see:
https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-7.0-doc/manager-howto.html
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Securing_tomcat

Installing BaaS in multiple data centers

You can install API BaaS across multiple data centers. The typical procedure is:
· Install the first data center as described at Installation Overview - Single Data Center.
· Add the second data center to the first as described at Installation Overview - Multiple Data Centers.

Installation overview - Single Data Center

Note:
The Installation Checklist details the installation prerequisites and provides a list of required files to obtain
before proceeding with the installation. Ensure that you have reviewed the requirements before beginning
the installation process.

After you install the SAP API Management Edge the apigee-setup utility on a node, use that utility to install one or
more BaaS components on the node.

The apigee-setup utility has the form:
> sudo /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p component -f configFile

Pass a configuration file to the apigee-setup utility that contains the information about the installation. If the
configuration file is missing any required information, the apigee-setup utility prompts you to enter it on the
command line.

The only requirement is that the configuration file must be accessible or readable by the "apigee" user. For
example, use the following command to install the SAP API Management BaaS Stack:
> sudo /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p b -f myConfig

The SAP API Management setup.sh utility supports several options for installing API Backend components. The
instructions below use the standalone options (c, e, b, and p) but you can use different options based on your
node configuration:

https://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-7.0-doc/manager-howto.html
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Securing_tomcat
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Securing_tomcat
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Option Description

e Install ElasticSearch only.

b Install SAP API Management BaaS Stack only, which also installs Tomcat.

p Install SAP API Management BaaS Portal only, which also installs the Nginx router to be used as a
web server.

c Install Cassandra only.

eb Install ElasticSearch, SAP API Management BaaS Stack, and Tomcat on the node.

ebp Install ElasticSearch, SAP API Management BaaS Portal, SAP API Management BaaS Stack, and
Tomcat. The portal is so lightweight no additional resources needed for this.

asa Install all API components on a single node (Cassandra, Elasticsearch, SAP API Management BaaS
Stack, and SAP API Management BaaS Portal). Use this option for development and testing only, not
for production.

Creating a configuration file

The configuration file contains all the information necessary to install SAP API Management BaaS. You can often
use the same configuration file to install all components in a SAP API Management BaaS installation.
Each installation topology described below shows an example config file for that topology.

Note:
Creating a config file on a Windows machine and then copying it to a Linux machine can add additional
end-of-line, carriage return, or newline characters to the file that are not compatible with all Linux utilites.
This situation can also occur if you copy text from a Windows editor and paste into a Linux window. As an
alternative, you can use the Linux dos2unix utility to clean up a config file created on Windows. Or, make
sure to do all editing of config files in a Linux editor.

Install SAP API Management BaaS on a single node

Shown below is the config file for installing API BaaS on a single node. Edit this file as necessary for your
configuration.

IP1=192.168.56.101   # IP address of single node
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# Must resolve to IP address or DNS name of host - not to 127.0.0.1 or localhost.

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

# Define the API BaaS administrator account.

AS_ADMIN="superuser"    # User name - default is "superuser".

AS_ADMIN_EMAIL=stackAdmin@email.com

AS_PASSWD=stackAdminPWord

# Becasue you are installing Cassandra,

# specify Cassandra data center and rack suffix.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP1:1,1"

# Specify the Cassandra region.

REGION=dc-1

# Cassandra uname/pword.

# Even if Cassandra authentication is disabled,

# you must still pass values for these properties.

CASS_USERNAME=cassandra    # Default value

CASS_PASSWORD=cassandra    # Default value

# Specify Cassandra data center name.

BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC=dc-1

# For a single data center, specify the same value as BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC.

BAAS_CASS_DC_LIST=dc-1

# Replication is in the form "dataCenterName:#CassandraNodes".

# For dc-1 with one Cassandra node, it is dc-1:1.

BAAS_CASS_REPLICATION=dc-1:1

# Defines the initial contact points for members of the BaaS cluster.

# For a single node install, specify the IP address of the node.

BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS="dc-1:$IP1"

# Single ElasticSearch IP.

ES_HOSTS="$IP1"

# API BaaS Stack information.

# Default cluster name is "apigee_baas"
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BAAS_USERGRID_CLUSTERNAME="apigee_baas"

# IP/DNS and port 8080 of a single Stack node.

BAAS_USERGRID_URL="http://$IP1:8080"

# URL and port of the BaaS Portal node.

BAAS_PORTAL_URL="http://$IP1:9000"

# Portal port. Default value is 9000.

BAAS_PORTAL_LISTEN_PORT=9000

# SMTP information. BaaS requires an SMTP server.

SMTPHOST=smtp.gmail.com

SMTPPORT=465

SMTPUSER=your@email.com

SMTPPASSWORD=yourEmailPassword

SMTPSSL=y

BRAND=sap

To install API BaaS on its own node:

Install the Edge apigee-setup utility. See Install SAP API Management Edge apigee-setup utility on a node for
more.
At the command prompt, run the setup script:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p asa -f configFile

The “-p asa” option specifies to install all API BaaS components on a single node (Cassandra, Elasticsearch,
API BaaS Stack, API BaaS Portal, Tomcat).
The configuration file must be accessible or readable by the "apigee" user. For example, put the file in the
/tmp directory on the node.

Because you installed ElasticSearch on a standalone node, adjust the default memory option to increase the
memory allocated for ElasticSearch from 4GB to 6GB:

Open /opt/apigee/customer/application/elasticsearch.properties in an editor. If this file
does not exist, create it.
Set the setenv_elasticsearch_max_mem_size property to 6g (the default is 4g):
setenv_elasticsearch_max_mem_size=6g

Save the file.
Run the following command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-elasticsearch restart

Onboard an organization as described below in Onboarding a new organization.
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The configuration successfully completes the setup on the node.

The following table contains additional information about these properties:

Component Port

CASS_HOSTS Specify this property only if you are installing Cassandra.
Cassandra node IPs or DNS names have the “:dc,ra” modifier that specify
the data center and rack of the Cassandra node.
For example, '192.168.124.201:1,1 = datacenter 1 and rack/availability zone 1,
and '192.168.124.204:2,1 = datacenter 2 and rack/availability zone 1.

CASS_USERNAME
CASS_PASSWORD

If you enable Cassandra authentication, you can pass the Cassandra user
name and password by using these properties.

BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC The region names must be in the form dc-# where # corresponds to an
integer value.
For example, dc-1, dc-2, etc. If you are connecting to a Cassandra cluster
installed with SAP API Management Edge, you can ask the SAP API
Management Edge system administrator for this value. In an SAP API
Management Edge, single data center installation, the default value is dc-1.
If you installed Cassandra as part of installing the API Backend, then during
Cassandra installation you added the “:dc,ra” modifier to the Cassandra IP
addresses. The first value "dc" is the data center number. The data center
name is the string "dc-" with the data center number as a suffix.

BAAS_CASS_DC_LIST Specify the same value as BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC.

BAAS_CASS_REPLICATION The format is "dataCenterName:#CassandraNodes". For example, for dc-
1 with three Cassandra nodes, it is dc-1:3.
For installing a second data center, specify information for both data
centers: BAAS_CASS_REPLICATION=dc-1:3,dc-2:3

BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS Defines the initial contact points for members of the BaaS cluster. Specify a
comma separated list of the BaaS Stack seed nodes in the data center,
enclosed in double quotes, in the form "dc-#:nodeIP", where dc-# is the
name of the data center as defined by BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC.
For a single node install, specify the IP address of the node.

In a production environment with at least three BaaS Stack nodes in the data
center, specify two Stack nodes as seeds. Do not specify more than two
nodes even when you have three or more Stack nodes.
For multiple data centers, specify only the seed nodes in that data center.

BAAS_USERGRID_URL In a production environment, this is the URL and port of the load balancer
that is in front of the SAP API Management BaaS Stack nodes, in the form:
http://myStackLoadBalancer:8443

In a testing or development environment, where you only have a single SAP
API Management BaaS Stack node, this can be the URL and port number of
an SAP API Management BaaS Stack node, in the form:

http://mystackloadbalancer:8443/
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Component Port
http://stackIPorDNS:8080

By default, the port number for the SAP API Management BaaS Stack server
is 8080.

BAAS_PORTAL_URL The URL and port number of the load balancer, if there is one in front of the
Portal, in the form:
http://myPortalLoadBalancer:8443

If there is no load balancer, the URL and port number of the Portal node, in
the form:
http://portalIPorDNS:9000

By default, the port number for the SAP API Management BaaS Stack server
is 8080.

BAAS_PORTAL_LISTEN_PORT The port number for the SAP API Management BaaS Portal server is 9000. If
this port is not available, specify a different port.
If you are setting BAAS_PORTAL_URL to the URL of the Portal node, the port
numbers must be the same for both properties.

Install SAP API Management BaaS on 7 or 10 nodes

The procedure for installing a 7 or 10 node version of SAP API Management BaaS is very similar. The only
difference is that for a:
· 10 node installation, you install the three ElasticSearch components and three SAP API Management BaaS

Stack components on separate nodes, for a total of six nodes. This is the recommended configuration for
highest performance because ElasticSearch requires a high amount of disk I/O and memory.

· 7 node installation, you install the three ElasticSearch components and three SAP API Management BaaS
Stack components on the same nodes, for a total of three nodes.

For both the 7 and 10 node versions of SAP API Management BaaS, you must connect to a Cassandra cluster. If
you have already installed SAP API Management Edge, you can connect to its Cassandra cluster, meaning you do
not have to install Cassandra as part of installing SAP API Management BaaS.

Shown below is an example silent configuration file for a 10-node SAP API Management BaaS installation. If you
are installing the ElasticSearch and SAP API Management BaaS Stack components on the same three nodes, edit
the file to so that:
· IP1 and IP4 are set to the same IP address
· IP2 and IP5 are set to the same IP address
· IP3 and IP6 are set to the same IP address

Edit this file as necessary for your configuration.

http://stackipordns:8080/
http://myportalloadbalancer:8443/
http://portalipordns:9000/
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# Specify IP address or DNS name of node.

IP1=192.168.1.1   # ElasticSearch

IP2=192.168.1.2   # ElasticSearch

IP3=192.168.1.3   # ElasticSearch

IP4=192.168.1.4   # API BaaS Stack

IP5=192.168.1.5   # API BaaS Stack

IP6=192.168.1.6   # API BaaS Stack

IP7=192.168.1.7   # API BaaS Portal

IP8=192.168.1.8   # Cassandra (shared with Edge or standalone)

IP9=192.168.1.9   # Cassandra (shared with Edge or standalone)

IP10=192.168.1.10  # Cassandra (shared with Edge or standalone)

# Must resolve to IP address or DNS name of host - not to 127.0.0.1 or localhost.

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

# Define the API BaaS administrator account.

AS_ADMIN="superuser"    # User name - default is "superuser".

AS_ADMIN_EMAIL=stackAdmin@email.com

AS_PASSWD=stackAdminPWord

# Only if you are installing Cassandra.

# Specify Cassandra data center and rack suffix.

# CASS_HOSTS="$IP8:1,1 $IP9:1,1 $IP10:1,1"

# If connecting to existing Cassandra nodes,

# specify Cassandra IPs.

CASS_HOSTS="$IP8 $IP9 $IP10"

# Specify the Cassandra region.

REGION=dc-1

# Cassandra uname/pword.

# Even if Cassandra authentication is disabled,

# you must still pass values for these properties.

CASS_USERNAME=cassandra    # Default value

CASS_PASSWORD=cassandra    # Default value

# Specify BaaS Cassandra connection information.

# Specify the data center name.

BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC=dc-1    # Default is dc-1.
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# For a single data center, specify the same value as BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC.

BAAS_CASS_DC_LIST=dc-1

# Replication is in the form "dataCenterName:#CassandraNodes".

# For example, for dc-1 with three Cassandra nodes, it is dc-1:3.

BAAS_CASS_REPLICATION=dc-1:3

# Defines the initial contact points for members of the BaaS cluster.

# Specify the IP address of no more than two Stack nodes.

BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS="dc-1:$IP4,dc-1:$IP5"

# ElasticSearch IPs or DNS names, separated by spaces.

ES_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

# API BaaS Stack information.

# Default cluster name is "apigee_baas"

BAAS_USERGRID_CLUSTERNAME="apigee_baas"

# URL and port of the load balancer for the API BaaS Stack nodes,

# or IP/DNS and port 8080 of a single Stack node with no load balancer.

BAAS_USERGRID_URL=http://myloadbalancer:8443

# API BaaS Portal information.

# URL and port number of load balancer, if there is one in front of the Portal,

# or the URL and port of the Portal node.

BAAS_PORTAL_URL="http://$IP7:9000"

# Portal port. Default value is 9000.

BAAS_PORTAL_LISTEN_PORT=9000

# SMTP information. BaaS requires an SMTP server.

SMTPHOST=smtp.gmail.com

SMTPPORT=465

SMTPUSER=your@email.com

SMTPPASSWORD=yourEmailPassword

SMTPSSL=y

BRAND=sap
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5.6.3.1 Optional - Install Cassandra: Machine 8, 9, and 10

You can connect SAP API Management BaaS to the same Cassandra cluster as used by SAP API Management
Edge. If you have not installed Edge, you can optionally install Cassandra for use by BaaS.
The Cassandra cluster can use authentication, or Cassandra authentication can be disabled. See Enable
Cassandra authentication for more information.

Install the SAP API Management Edge apigee-setup utility on the node.
At the command prompt, run the setup script:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p c -f configFile

The “-p c” option specifies to install Cassandra.The configuration file must be accessible or readable by the
"apigee" user. For example, put the file in the /tmp directory on the node.

The configuration successfully completes the datastore setup on the node.
Note that JMX is enabled by default for Cassandra. The JMX remote access to Cassandra does not require a
password. You can configure Cassandra to use authentication for JMX.

5.6.3.2 Set up Cassandra cron job

If you must install Cassandra, set up a cron job that uses nodetool to flush for locks to run every hour on every
Cassandra node.

Note:
This step is required. You must set up this cron job on Cassandra nodes even if you are connecting to
Cassandra nodes on an SAP API Management Edge installation.

If you have multiple Cassandra nodes, offset the cron job on each server by five minutes so that all nodes do not
flush at the same time.
The cron job must execute the following command:
/opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/nodetool -h IP_address flush Apigee_Baas_Locks

where IP_address is the IP address of the Cassandra node.

5.6.3.3 Install ElasticSearch: Machine 1, 2, and 3

Note:
If you are installing ElasticSearch and the SAP API Management BaaS Stack on the same node, you can
use the "-p eb" option to the setup utility to install them both at the same time.
When restarting BaaS Stack nodes, restart them in the same order that they are listed in
BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS. BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS lists at most two of the Stack nodes. After restarting
those two nodes in order, you can restart the remaining nodes in any order.
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To install the ElasticSearch on its own node:
Install the SAP API Management Edge apigee-setup utility on the node.
At the command prompt, run the setup script:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p e -f configFile

The “-p e” option specifies to install ElasticSearch.
The configuration file must be accessible or readable by the "apigee" user.
(Optional) If you install ElasticSearch on a standalone node, meaning it is not installed with SAP API
Management BaaS Stack, then adjust the default memory option to increase the memory allocated for
ElasticSearch from 4GB to 6GB:

Open /opt/apigee/customer/application/elasticsearch.properties in an editor. If this file
does not exist, create it.
Set the setenv_elasticsearch_max_mem_size property to 6g (the default is 4g):
setenv_elasticsearch_max_mem_size=6g

Save the file.
Run the following command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-elasticsearch restart

The configuration successfully completes the setup on the node.

5.6.3.4 Install SAP API Management BaaS Stack: Machine 4,
5, and 6

Note:
If you are installing ElasticSearch and the SAP API Management BaaS Stack on the same node, you can
use the "-p eb" option to the setup utility to install them both at the same time.
When restarting BaaS Stack nodes, restart them in the same order that they are listed in
BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS. BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS lists at most two of the Stack nodes. After restarting
those two nodes in order, you can restart the remaining nodes in any order.

To install the SAP API Management BaaS Stack on its own node:
Install the SAP API Management Edge apigee-setup utility on the node.

At the command prompt, run the setup script:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p b -f configFile

The “-p b” option specifies to install SAP API Management BaaS Stack.
The configuration file must be accessible or readable by the "apigee" user.
After the installer fetches the correct admin credentials, it installs Tomcat, creates API Backend keyspaces, and
sets up the SAP API Management BaaS Stack on the server. SMTP is also configured to allow the UI to send
password confirmation emails.
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5.6.3.5 Install SAP API Management BaaS Portal: Machine 7

Install the SAP API Management Edge apigee-setup utility on the node.
At the command prompt, run the setup script:
> /opt/apigee/setup/bin/setup.sh -p p -f configFile

The “-p p” option specifies to install SAP API Management BaaS Portal.
The configuration file must be accessible or readable by the "apigee" user.

The installer starts the Nginx webserver and then finishes the SAP API Management BaaS Portal configuration.
Your next step depends upon your installation.

If you have a load balancer in front of the Portalor Stack nodes, the next section describes how to
configure SAP API Management BaaS for the load balancers.
If you do not have a load balancer in front of the Portalor Stack nodes, onboard an organization as
described below in Onboarding a new organization.

Make a note of the SAP API Management BaaS Portal URL. This is the URL you enter a browser to access the SAP
API Management BaaS Portal user interface.

5.6.3.6 Configure API BaaS Stack nodes for a Stack or Portal
load balancer

If you include a load balancer in front of the Stack or Portal nodes, you must configure the Stack nodes with the
correct URL of the load balancer. For example, the stack nodes require this information when:
· Including a URL in responses in BaaS API requests.
· Adding links in email templates when resetting a password, or sending other notifications.
· Redirecting users to specific Portal pages.

If you use a load balancer in front of the Stack nodes, set the following properties in
/opt/apigee/customer/application/usergrid.properties:

usergrid-deployment_swagger.basepath=http://localhost:8080

Replace http://localhost:8080 with the URL of the load balancer. If the load balancer is configured to use
TLS, use the HTTPS protocol. You only need to include the port if you are using a non-standard port, meaning
something other than port 80 for HTTP and port 443 for HTTPS.

You also must set the following property in /opt/apigee/customer/application/portal.properties if you use a load
balancer in front of the Stack nodes:
baas.portal.config.overrideUrl=http://localhost:8080

Replace http://localhost:8080 with the URL of the load balancer for the Stack.

If you use a load balancer in front of the Portal node, set the following properties in usergrid.properties:
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usergrid-deployment_portal.url=http://localhost:9000

Replace http://localhost:9000 with the URL of the load balancer. If the load balancer is configured to use
TLS, use the HTTPS protocol. You only need to include the port if you are using a non-standard port, meaning
something other than port 80 for HTTP and port 443 for HTTPS.

After editing usergrid.properties and portal.properties:
Configure the Stack node:
> /<inst_root>/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service baas-sap-usergrid configure

Restart the BaaS Stack:
> /<inst_root>/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service baas-sap-usergrid restart
Note: When restarting BaaS Stack nodes, restart them in the same order that they are listed in
BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS.
BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS lists at most two of the Stack nodes. After restarting those two nodes in order, you
can restart the remaining nodes in any order.
If you modified portal.properties, configure the Portal node:
> /<inst_root>/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service baas-sap-portal configure

Restart the BaaS Portal:
> /<inst_root>/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service baas-sap-portal restart

Onboarding a new organization

Onboarding is the process of creating an organization and organization administrator. After creating the
organization and organization administrator, you can log in to the SAP API Management BaaS Portal UI and make
requests to the SAP API Management BaaS REST API.
When you create an organization, the organization administrator's email address:
· Must be different from the system administrator's email address.
· Must be unique among all other organizations. That is, you cannot create two organizations with the same

email address for the organization administrator. However, after creating the organization, you can add
additional administrators that can be duplicated across multiple organizations.

To perform onboarding, use the create_org_and_user.py Python script. Invoking this script with no
command-line arguments causes it to prompt you for all information:
> python create_org_and_user.py

Alternatively, you can pass any or all options as command line argument. You are prompted for any information
that you omit from the command line:
> python create_org_and_user.py -o '<org name>'

> python create_org_and_user.py -o '<org name>' -a '<new admin email>' -p '<new admin
password>'

To create an organization:
Change directory to /opt/apigee/baas-sap-usergrid/bin.
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Invoke the create_org_and_user.py Python script.
You are prompted for the BaaS system administrator username and password so that only a sys admin can
run it.
Log in to the SAP API Management BaaS Portal in a web browser using the URL you noted at the end of the
SAP API Management BaaS Portal URL installation.
To access the portal, enter the SAP API Management BaaS Portal URL in the form:
http://{portalExternalIP}:9000/
Note: The IP is the external IP address/host name of Portal machine. Ensure that port is open.
When the portal login screen appears, you can either:

Log in using the organization administrator's username and password.
Log in using the system administrator's username and password.

Accessing the SAP API Management BaaS REST API

To access the SAP API Management BaaS REST API, use a URL in the form:
https://{portalExternalIP}:8080/{your-org}/{your-app}

In a development environment, you can install all SAP API Management BaaS components on a single node,
meaning you have a single SAP API Management BaaS Stack. Or, you might have a small environment with a
single SAP API Management BaaS Stack node and no load balancer. In these types of environments, you can
make API calls directly to the SAP API Management BaaS Stack node:
curl -v http://portalExternalIP:8080/status

Installation Overview - Multiple Data Centers

You can install SAP API Management BaaS across multiple data centers using an active/active configuration. This
section describes how to add a BaaS data center to an existing BaaS data center.

Adding a data center when the Cassandra cluster is
shared with SAP API Management Edge

All data centers must to have the same number of Cassandra nodes. An SAP API Management BaaS installation
can use its own Cassandra cluster, or it can share a Cassandra cluster with Edge.

If the BaaS installation shares a Cassandra cluster with Edge, you must update the Management Server in the
original data center to configure it to recognize the Cassandra nodes in the new data center.

http://portalexternalip:8080/status
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Updating the existing data center

Adding a new BaaS data center (data center 2) requires you to perform the steps to install and configure the new
data center, but it also requires you to update the original BaaS data center (data center 1). These modifications
are necessary because:
· You are adding new Cassandra nodes in the new data center that must be accessible by the existing data

center.
· You must configure the replication information used by the BaaS Stack nodes in data center 1 to include

information from data center 2. You cannot perform that configuration until data center 2 is installed.

To perform these updates on data center 1, you update the original configuration file used to install data center 1,
and then rerun apigee-setup on the Cassandra nodes of data center 1. If the Cassandra cluster for data center 1 is
shared with an Edge installation, then you also must update the Management Server as well.

Creating the configuration files

For installing data center 1, use the configuration shown at Installation overview - Single Data Center. The
configuration file does not need to include any information about data center 2 at the time you install data center
1. You add information to the configuration file after installing data center 2.

Shown below is the configuration files for data center 2. This configuration file assumes you are installing dc-2 on
10 nodes. Modify this file accordingly if you are installing on 7 nodes.

Notice that the config file for data center 2 (dc-2) contains information about data center 1 (dc-1):

# Specify IP address or DNS name of node for dc-2.

IP1=192.168.1.1   # ElasticSearch

IP2=192.168.1.2   # ElasticSearch

IP3=192.168.1.3   # ElasticSearch

IP4=192.168.1.4   # API BaaS Stack

IP5=192.168.1.5   # API BaaS Stack

IP6=192.168.1.6   # API BaaS Stack

IP7=192.168.1.7   # API BaaS Portal

IP8=192.168.1.8   # Cassandra dc-2 (shared with Edge or standalone)

IP9=192.168.1.9   # Cassandra dc-2 (shared with Edge or standalone)

IP10=192.168.1.10  # Cassandra dc-2 (shared with Edge or standalone)

# Specify node information for dc-1

IP11=192.168.1.11   # Cassandra dc-1 (shared with Edge or standalone)

IP12=192.168.1.12   # Cassandra dc-1 (shared with Edge or standalone)

IP13=192.168.1.13   # Cassandra dc-1 (shared with Edge or standalone)
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IP14=192.168.1.14   # API BaaS Stack

IP15=192.168.1.15   # API BaaS Stack

# Must resolve to IP address or DNS name of host - not to 127.0.0.1 or localhost.

HOSTIP=$(hostname -i)

# Define the API BaaS administrator account.

AS_ADMIN="superuser"    # User name - default is "superuser".

AS_ADMIN_EMAIL=stackAdmin@email.com

AS_PASSWD=stackAdminPWord

# Specify Cassandra data center and rack suffix.

# List dc-2 nodes first, then dc-1.

# CASS_HOSTS="$IP8:2,1 $IP9:2,1 $IP10:2,1 $IP11:1,1 $IP12:1,1 $IP13:1,1"

# Specify the Cassandra region.

REGION=dc-2

# Cassandra uname/pword.

# Even if Cassandra authentication is disabled,

# you must still pass values for these properties.

CASS_USERNAME=cassandra    # Default value

CASS_PASSWORD=cassandra    # Default value

# Specify BaaS Cassandra connection information.

# Specify the data center name as dc-2.

BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC=dc-2

# Specify both data centers.

BAAS_CASS_DC_LIST=dc-1,dc-2

# Replication is in the form "dataCenterName:#CassandraNodes".

# Specify both data centers.

BAAS_CASS_REPLICATION=dc-1:3,dc-2:3

# Defines the initial contact points for members of the BaaS cluster.

# Specify the IP address of no more than two Stack nodes per data center.

# Specify both data centers.

BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS="dc-1:$IP14,dc-1:$IP15,dc-2:$IP4,dc-2:$IP5"

# ElasticSearch IPs or DNS names, separated by spaces, for dc-2.
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ES_HOSTS="$IP1 $IP2 $IP3"

# API BaaS Stack information.

# Default cluster name is "apigee_baas"

BAAS_USERGRID_CLUSTERNAME="apigee_baas"

# URL and port of the load balancer for the API BaaS Stack nodes,

# or IP/DNS and port 8080 of a single Stack node with no load balancer.

BAAS_USERGRID_URL=http://myloadbalancer:8443

# API BaaS Portal information.

# URL and port number of load balancer, if there is one in front of the Portal,

# or the URL and port of the Portal node.

BAAS_PORTAL_URL="http://$IP7:9000"

# Portal port. Default value is 9000.

BAAS_PORTAL_LISTEN_PORT=9000

# SMTP information. BaaS requires an SMTP server.

SMTPHOST=smtp.gmail.com

SMTPPORT=465

SMTPUSER=your@email.com

SMTPPASSWORD=yourEmailPassword

SMTPSSL=y

BRAND=sap

Add a BaaS data center

Install the first data center as described in Installation overview - Single Data Center.
Create the config file for dc-2 as described above.
Install Cassandra, either as part of an existing Edge installation or as a standalone cluster for BaaS:

Install the Edge apigee-setup utility on the first Cassandra node of dc-2, machine 8
At the command prompt, run the setup script to install Cassandra on the first node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p c -f configFile

The “-p c” option specifies to install Cassandra.
The configuration file must be accessible or readable by the "apigee" user. For example, put the file in the
/tmp directory on the node.
Repeat steps 3 and 4 for the remaining Cassandra nodes, machines 9 and 10, in dc-2.

On the Cassandra nodes of dc-1, edit the configuration file to add the Cassandra nodes from data center 2
based on how you installed Cassandra:
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# List dc-1 nodes first, then dc-2,

# including Cassandra data center and rack suffix

CASS_HOSTS="$IP11:1,1 $IP12:1,1 $IP13:1,1 $IP8:2,1 $IP9:2,1 $IP10:2,1"

On the first Cassandra node of dc-1, run setup.sh with the new dc-1 config file that includes the Cassandra
nodes from dc-2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p c -f configFile

Repeat step 6 and 7 for the remaining Cassandra nodes in dc-1.

If you are connecting to a Cassandra cluster for dc-1 shared with Edge, add the dc-2 Cassandra nodes to the
config file for the Management Server node of dc-1 and run setup.sh:
>  /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ms -f configFile

Update Cassandra keyspaces with correct replication factor for the two data centers. You only have to run
this step once on any Cassandra server in either data center:
Note: The commands below all set the replication factor to "3", indicating three Cassandra nodes in the
cluster. Modify this value as necessary for your installation.

Start the Cassandra cqlsh utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/cqlsh cassandraIP
Execute the following CQL commands at the "cqlsh>" prompt to set the replication levels for Cassandra
keyspaces:

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas_dc_1" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3','dc-2': '3' };

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3','dc-2': '3' };

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas_Locks" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3','dc-2': '3' };

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "system_traces" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3','dc-2': '3' };

View the keyspaces by using the command:
cqlsh> select * from system.schema_keyspaces;

Exit cqlsh:
cqlsh> exit

On all Cassandra nodes in dc-2, run the rebuild command, specifying the region name of dc-1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/nodetool -h cassandraIP rebuild dc-1

Run "nodetool status" on every Cassandra node and verify that all the Cassandra nodes have ‘100%’ for the
‘Owns’ value:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/nodetool status

Install BaaS in dc-2:
Edit the config file to list only the Cassandra nodes in dc-2:
# List dc-2 Cassandra nodes,

# omitting Cassandra data center and rack suffix

CASS_HOSTS="$IP8 $IP9 $IP10"
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Install ElasticSearch on nodes 4, 5, and 6 of dc-2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p e -f configFile

Install the BaaS Stack on nodes 4, 5, and 6 of dc-2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p b -f configFile

Install the BaaS Portal on machine 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p p -f configFile

Update BaaS Stack nodes in data center 1:
On the first BaaS Stack node in data center 1, edit
/opt/apigee/customer/application/usergrid.properties in an editor. If the file does not exist,
create it.
Add the following properties to usergrid.properties:
# Same value as BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS in the dc-2 config file,

# without double quotes.

usergrid-deployment_usergrid.cluster.seeds=dc-1:dc1StackIP1,dc-1:dc1StackIP2,dc-
2:dc2StackIP1,dc-2:dc2StackIP2

# Same value as BAAS_CASS_DC_LIST in the dc-2 config file.

usergrid-deployment_usergrid.cluster.region.list=dc-1,dc-2

Repeat steps 1 and 2 on the remaining BaaS Stack nodes.
Restart all BaaS Stack nodes.
Note: When restarting BaaS Stack nodes, restart them in the same order that they are listed in
BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS.
BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS lists at most two of the Stack nodes. After restarting those two nodes in order,
you can restart the remaining nodes in any order.
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service baas-sap-usergrid restart

Update BaaS keyspace values. These keyspace must be set for replication at install time, but do not have to
be at run time. Removing replication also saves Cassandra memory.
You only must run this step once on any Cassandra server in either data center:

Start the Cassandra cqlsh utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/cqlsh cassandraIP
Execute the following CQL commands to set the replication levels for Cassandra keyspaces:

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas_dc_1" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3' };

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas_dc_2" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-2': '3' };

View the keyspaces by using the command:
cqlsh> select * from system.schema_keyspaces;

Exit cqlsh:
cqlsh> exit
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Run the following nodetool command on all Cassandra nodes in data center 1 to free memory:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/nodetool -h cassandraIP cleanup

This installation of the second data center is now complete.

After you complete the installation and configuration of the two data centers, you can validate the installation by
using the following procedure:

On all BaaS Stack nodes, check the status:
> curl 0:8080/status

Check token API call is working:
> curl -X POST "http://localhost:8080/management/token" -d
'{"grant_type":"password", "username":"adminEmail","password":"pWord"}'

Try logging in to the BaaS Portal for dc-2. Verify, all the data is replicated in dc-2, such as collections created
on dc-1.
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6 Update SAP API Management Edge to
SP08

This section explains the update and rollback processes from one version of SAP API Management Edge to
another version.

Which SAP API Management Edge versions can you
update to SP08

If you have a version of SAP API Management Edge prior to SP04, then you must first update to version SP04 and
then update to version SP08.

Update SAP API Management Edge SP07 to SP08

You can update SAP API Management Edge version SP07 to SP08 using this procedure.

Who can perform the update

The user running the update should be the same as the user who originally installed SAP API Management Edge,
or a user running as root.
After you install the SAP API Management Edge RPMs, any user can configure them.

Which components must you update

You must update all Edge components. Edge does not support a setup that contains components from multiple
versions.

Automatic propagation of property settings

If you have set any properties by editing .properties files in /opt/apigee/customer/application, then
these values are retained by the update.
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Required addition of SMTMAILFROM configuration
paramater

SAP API Management Edge SP08 added a new required parameter to the configuration file used when you enable
an SMTP server. You must now set SMTPMAILFROM in the configuration file when enabling the SMTP server. This
parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update prerequisites

Take care of following prerequisites before upgrading SAP API Management Edge:
· Backup all nodes

Before you update, it is recommended to perform a complete backup of all nodes for safety reasons. Use the
procedure for your current version of Edge to perform the backup.
This allows you to have a backup plan, in case the update to a new version doesn’t function properly.

· Ensure Edge is running
Ensure that Edge is up and running during update process by using the command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all status

Handling a failed update

In the case of an update failure, you can try to correct the issue, and then run update.sh again. You can run the
update multiple times and it continues the update from where it last left off.
If the failure requires that you roll back the update to your previous version, see Rollback Process for more.

Note
The SAP API Management Edge all-in-one and 2-node topologies are designed for a getting started and
prototyping environments, not for production. Therefore, there is no rollback procedure for the all-in-one
and 2-node topologies. In the situation where the update of these topologies fails, and retrying the update
does not resolve the issue, the easiest option is to do a fresh install of SP08.

Logging update information

By default, the update.sh utility writes log information to:
/opt/apigee/var/log/apigee-setup/update.log

If the user running the update.sh utility does not have access to that directory, it writes the log to the /tmp
directory as a file named update_username.log.
If the user does not have access to /tmp, the update.sh utility fails.
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Zero-downtime update

A zero-downtime update, or rolling update, lets you update your SAP API Management Edge installation without
bringing down Edge.
Zero-downtime update is only possible with a 5-node configuration and larger.

The key to zero-downtime upgrading is to remove each Router, one at a time, from the load balancer. You then
update the Router and any other components on the same machine as the Router, and then add the Router back
to the load balancer. For message processor behavior during start and stop check Section 7.5.3 in the SAP API
Management Technical Operations Guide.

Update the machines in the correct order for your installation as described below in "Order of machine
update".
When it is time to update the Routers, select any one Router and disable it from load balancer(s).
Update the selected Router and all other SAP API Management Edge components on the same machine as
the Router. All Edge configurations show a Router and Message Processor on the same node.
Enable the Router on the load balancer(s) again.
Repeat steps 2 through 4 for the remaining Routers.
Continue the update for any remaining machines in your installation.

Take care of the following before/after update:
· On combined Router and Message Processor node:

o Before update – perform the following:
Make the Router unreachable.
Make the Message Processor unreachable.

o After update - perform the following:
Make the Router reachable.
Make the Message Processor reachable.

· On single Router node:
o Before update, make the Router unreachable.
o After update, make the Router reachable.

· On single Message Processor node:
o Before update, make the Message Processor unreachable.
o After update, make the Message Processor reachable.

Using a silent configuration file

You must pass a silent configuration file to the migration command. The silent configuration file should be the
same one you used to install SAP API Management Edge SP07.
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Procedure for updating to SP08 from a local repo

If your SAP API Management Edge nodes are behind a firewall, or in some other way are prohibited from
accessing the SAP API Management repository over the Internet, then you can perform the update from a local
repository, or mirror, of the SAP API Management repo.
After you create a local SAP API Management Edge repository, you have two options for updating SAP API
Management Edge from the local repo:
· Create a .tar file of the repo, copy the .tar file to a node, and then update SAP API Management Edge from the

.tar file.
· Install a webserver on the node with the local repo so that other nodes can access it. SAP API Management

provides the Nginx webserver for you to use, or you can use your own webserver.

To update from a local SP08 repo:
Create a local SP08 repo as described in "Create a local repository" at Install the Edge apigee-setup utility.

Note:
If you already have an existing SP07 repo, you can add the SP08 repo to it.

To install apigee-service from a .tar file:
Copy the .tar file to the node where you want to update Edge. For example, copy it to the /tmp directory
on the new node.
On the new node, untar the file to the /tmp directory:
> tar -xzf apigee-4.17.05.tar.gz

This command creates a new directory, named repos, in the directory containing the .tar file. For
example, /tmp/repos.
Install the Edge apigee-service utility and dependencies from /tmp/repos:
> sudo bash /tmp/repos/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/tmp/repos

Notice that you include the path to the repos directory in this command.

To install apigee-service using the Nginx webserver:
Configure the Nginx web server as described in "Install from the repo using the Nginx webserver" at
Install the Edge apigee-setup utility..
On the remote node, download the Edge bootstrap_4.17.05.sh file to /tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh:
> /usr/bin/curl http://uName:pWord@remoteRepo:3939/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh -o
/tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh

where uName:pWord are the username and password you set above for the repo, and remoteRepo is the
IP address or DNS name of the repo node.
On the remote node, install the Edge apigee-service utility and dependencies:
> sudo bash /tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh apigeerepohost=remoteRepo:3939
apigeeuser=uName apigeepassword=pWord apigeeprotocol=http://
where uName:pWord are the repo username and password.
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Use apigee-service to update the apigee-setup utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup update

Update the apigee-validate utility on the Management Server:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate update

Update the apigee-provision utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-provision update

Run the update utility on your nodes in the order described below in "Order of machine update" below:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c component -f configFile

The only requirement on the config file is that the configuration file must be accessible or readable by the
"apigee" user. For example, put the file in the /tmp directory on the node.

Use the “-c” option to specify the component to update. The list of possible components includes:
ldap = OpenLDAP

cs = Cassandra

zk = Zookeeper

qpid = qpidd

ps = postgresql

edge =All Edge components except Edge UI: Management Server, Message Processor,
Router, QPID Server, Postgres Server

ui = Edge UI

all = update all components on machine (only use for an Edge aio installation
profile or an API BaaS asa installation profile)

e = ElasticSearch

b = API BaaS Stack

p = API BaaS Portal

ebp = ElasticSearch, API BaaS Stack, and API BaaS Portal on the same node

Test the update by running the apigee-validate utility on the Management Server, as described in Test the
install.

To later rollback the update, use the procedure described in Rollback Process.

Order of machine update

The order that you update the machines in an Edge installation is important. The most important considerations
to an update are:
· You must update all Cassandra and ZooKeeper nodes before you update any other nodes.
· For any machine with multiple Edge components (Management Server, Message Processor, Router, QPID

Server but not Postgres Server), use the "-c edge" option to update them all at the same time.
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· If a step specifies that it should be performed on multiple machines, perform it in the specified machine order.

6.2.11.1 For a 1-host standalone installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Update Qpid and Postgres:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid,ps -f configFile

Start postgresql:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Update LDAP:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update the remaining Edge components:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update SAP API Management Edge UI:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.2.11.2 For a 2-host standalone installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Update Qpid and Postgres on machine 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid,ps -f configFile

Start postgresql on machine 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Update LDAP on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 2 and 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile
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Update UI on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.2.11.3 For a 5-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Update Qpid and Postgres on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid,ps -f configFile

Start postgresql on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Repeat steps 3 and 4 on machine 5.
Update LDAP on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 4, 5, 1, 2, 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.2.11.4 For a 9-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company myco@company.com"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Update Qpid and Postgres on machine 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid,ps -f configFile

Start postgresql on machine 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Repeat steps 3 and 4 on machine 7.
Update LDAP on machine 1:

mailto:myco@company.com
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> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 6, 7, 8, 9, 1, 4, and 5 in that order:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.2.11.5 For a 13-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>". This is a mandatory parameter.
Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Update Qpid and Postgres on machine 12:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid,ps -f configFile

Start postgresql on machine 12:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Repeat steps 3 and 4 on machine 13.
Update LDAP on machine 4 and 5:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 12, 13, 8, 9, 6, 7, 10, and 11 in that order:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 6 and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.2.11.6 For a 12-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper:
On machines 1, 2 and 3 in Data Center 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

On machines 7, 8, and 9 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Update qpidd:
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Machines 4, 5 in Data Center 1
Update qpidd on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Repeat step 1 on machine 5.
Machines 10, 11 in Data Center 2

Update qpidd on machine 10:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Repeat step 1 on machine 11.

Update postgresql:
Machines 6 in Data Center 1
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Machines 12 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Update LDAP:
Machines 1 in Data Center 1
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Machines 7 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components:
Machines 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3 in Data Center 1
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Machines 10, 11, 12, 7, 8, 9 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI:
Machine 1 in Data Center 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

Machine 7 in Data Center 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile
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6.2.11.7 For a 7-host SAP API Management BaaS installation

SAP API Management BaaS does not support the SMTPMAILFROM paramater so you do not have to add it to the
configuration file.

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

For a complete config file example, see SAP API Management BaaS Installation.

Update Cassandra on machine 5, 6, and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs -f configFile

Update ElasticSearch and API BaaS Stack on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c e,b -f configFile

Update API BaaS Portal on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c p -f configFile

6.2.11.8 For a 10-host SAP API Management BaaS installation

SAP API Management BaaS does not support the SMTPMAILFROM paramater so you do not have to add it to the
configuration file.

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

For a complete config file example, see SAP API Management BaaS Installation.

Update Cassandra on machine 8, 9, and 10:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs -f configFile

Update ElasticSearch on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c e -f configFile

Update API BaaS Stack on machine 4, 5, and 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c b -f configFile

Update API BaaS Portal on machine 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c p -f configFile
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6.2.11.9 For a two data-center SAP API Management BaaS
installation

This procedure requires that you update the Cassandra nodes in both data centers. If you are sharing those
Cassandra nodes with Edge, then you typically update those nodes as part of updating Edge.

Update Cassandra keyspaces with correct replication factor for the two data centers. You must run this step
only once on any Cassandra server in either data center:

Note:
The commands below all set the replication factor to "3", indicating three Cassandra nodes in the cluster.
Modify this value as necessary for your installation.
Start the Cassandra cqlsh utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/cqlsh cassandraIP

Execute the following CQL commands at the "cqlsh>" prompt to set the replication levels for Cassandra
keyspaces:

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas_dc_1" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3','dc-2': '3' };

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3','dc-2': '3' };

 cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas_Locks" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3','dc-2': '3' };

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "system_traces" WITH replication = {'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3','dc-2': '3' };

View the keyspaces by using the command:
cqlsh> select * from system.schema_keyspaces;

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas_dc_2" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3','dc-2': '3' };

Exit cqlsh:
cqlsh> exit

If you did not update Cassandra as part of updating Edge, update Cassandra nodes in data center 1, one
machine at a time:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs -f configFile

If you did not update Cassandra as part of updating Edge, update Cassandra nodes in data center 2, one
machine at a time:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs -f configFile

Update ElasticSearch on machines in data center 1, one machine at a time:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c e -f configFile
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Update ElasticSearch on machines in data center 2, one machine at a time:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c e -f configFile

Update API BaaS Stack on machines in data center 1, one machine at a time:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c b -f configFile

Update API BaaS Stack on machines in data center 2, one machine at a time:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c b -f configFile

Update API BaaS Portal on machines in data center 1, one machine at a time:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c p -f configFile

Update API BaaS Portal on machines in data center 2, one machine at a time:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c p -f configFile

Update BaaS keyspace values. These keyspace have to be set for replication at install time, but do not have to
be at run time. Removing replication also saves Cassandra memory.
You only must run this step once on any Cassandra server in either data center:

Start the Cassandra cqlsh utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-cassandra/bin/cqlsh cassandraIP
Execute the following CQL commands to set the replication levels for Cassandra keyspaces:

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas_dc_1" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-1': '3' };

cqlsh> ALTER KEYSPACE "Apigee_Baas_dc_2" WITH replication = { 'class':
'NetworkTopologyStrategy', 'dc-2': '3' };

View the keyspaces by using the command:
cqlsh> select * from system.schema_keyspaces;

Exit cqlsh:
cqlsh> exit

6.2.11.10 For a non-standard installation

If you have a non-standard installation, then upgrade SAP API Management components in the following order:
ZooKeeper
Cassandra
qpidd, ps
LDAP
SAP API Management Edge, meaning the "-c edge" profile on all nodes in the order: nodes with Qpid server,
Postgres server, Management Server, Message Processors, Routers.

Note:
If the node has both Qpid server and Postgres server installed, run the "-c edge" profile step.

UI
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Update SAP API Management Edge SP06 to SP08

You can update SAP API Management Edge version SP06 to SP08 using this procedure.

Who can perform the update

The user running the update should be the same as the user who originally installed SAP API Management Edge,
or a user running as root.
After you install the SAP API Management Edge RPMs, any user can configure them.

Which components must you update

You must update all Edge components. Edge does not support a setup that contains components from multiple
versions.

Required upgrade to Qpid 1.35

This release contains a required update to Qpid 1.35. As part of updating a Qpid node, you must:
· Temporarily prevent Routers and Message Processors from writing to the Qpid node by blocking port 5672 on

the Qpid node. You can use the following command to block this port on the Qpid node:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

· Wait for the Qpid queue to empty of messages to ensure that the Qpid node has processed all messages
before the update. Use the following command to ensure that the Qpid message queue is empty:
>  qpid-stat -q

· Update the Qpid node.
· Unblock port 5672 on the Qpid node to allows access from Routers and Message Processors. You can use the

following command to unblock this port:
> sudo iptables -F

Note that if you are using iptables for other rules, you can use the -D option to reverse the specific change:
> sudo iptables -D INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

This process is described in detail below for each SAP API Management Edge topology.

Note
Most production installations of SAP API Management Edge use two Qpid nodes. When performing the
Qpid update, you update each node one at a time. This process ensures that one Qpid node is available to
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handle messages from the Routers and Message Processors and no analytics data will be lost. However, if
your installation of Edge contains a single Qpid node, some analytics data will be lost while the Qpid node
is unavailable during the update.

Required to enable EPEL repo

You must enable Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux (EPEL) to install or update Edge. The command you use
depends on your version of RedHat/CentOS:
· For RedHat/CentOS 7.x:

> wget https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/epel-release-latest-7.noarch.rpm; rpm
-ivh epel-release-latest-7.noarch.rpm

· For RedHat/CentOS 6.x:
wget https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/epel-release-latest-6.noarch.rpm; rpm -
ivh epel-release-latest-6.noarch.rpm

Required addition of SMTMAILFROM configuration
paramater

SAP API Management Edge SP08 added a new required parameter to the configuration file used when you enable
an SMTP server. You must now set SMTPMAILFROM in the configuration file when enabling the SMTP server. This
parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Required if updating when using external
authentication

You can integrate an external directory service into an existing SAP API Management Edge. This feature is
designed to work with any directory service that supports LDAP, such as Active Directory, OpenLDAP, and others.
An external LDAP solution allows system administrators to manage user credentials from a centralized directory
management service, external to systems like SAP API Management Edge that use them.

When external authentication is enabled, most customers use the Active Directory SAM account name field as the
username for authentication, instead of an email address which is used by the Edge OpenLDAP server.

If you have integrated with an external directory service, then add the following line to your config file when
updating Edge to SP08:
IS_EXTERNAL_AUTH="true"

This line configures Edge to support an account name, rather than an email address, as the username.
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Automatic propagation of property settings

If you have set any properties by editing .properties files in /opt/apigee/customer/application, then
these values are retained by the update.

Update prerequisites

Take care of following prerequisites before upgrading SAP API Management Edge:
· Backup all nodes

Before you update, it is recommended to perform a complete backup of all nodes for safety reasons. Use the
procedure for your current version of Edge to perform the backup.
This allows you to have a backup plan, in case the update to a new version doesn’t function properly.

· Ensure Edge is running
Ensure that Edge is up and running during update process by using the command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all status

Handling a failed update

In the case of an update failure, you can try to correct the issue, and then run update.sh again. You can run the
update multiple times and it continues the update from where it last left off.
If the failure requires that you roll back the update to your previous version, see Rollback Process for more.

Note
The SAP API Management Edge all-in-one and 2-node topologies are designed for a getting started and
prototyping environments, not for production. Therefore, there is no rollback procedure for the all-in-one
and 2-node topologies. In the situation where the update of these topologies fails, and retrying the update
does not resolve the issue, the easiest option is to do a fresh install of SP08.

Logging update information

By default, the update.sh utility writes log information to:
/opt/apigee/var/log/apigee-setup/update.log
If the user running the update.sh utility does not have access to that directory, it writes the log to the /tmp
directory as a file named update_username.log.
If the user does not have access to /tmp, the update.sh utility fails.
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Zero-downtime update

A zero-downtime update, or rolling update, lets you update your SAP API Management Edge installation without
bringing down Edge.
Zero-downtime update is only possible with a 5-node configuration and larger.

The key to zero-downtime upgrading is to remove each Router, one at a time, from the load balancer. You then
update the Router and any other components on the same machine as the Router, and then add the Router back
to the load balancer. For message processor behavior during start and stop check Section 7.5.3 in the SAP API
Management Technical Operations Guide.

Update the machines in the correct order for your installation as described below in "Order of machine
update".
When it is time to update the Routers, select any one Router and disable it from load balancer(s).
Update the selected Router and all other SAP API Management Edge components on the same machine as
the Router. All Edge configurations show a Router and Message Processor on the same node.
Enable the Router on the load balancer(s) again.
Repeat steps 2 through 4 for the remaining Routers.
Continue the update for any remaining machines in your installation.

Take care of the following before/after update:
· On combined Router and Message Processor node:

o Before update – perform the following:
Make the Router unreachable.
Make the Message Processor unreachable.

o After update - perform the following:
Make the Router reachable.
Make the Message Processor reachable.

· On single Router node:
o Before update, make the Router unreachable.
o After update, make the Router reachable.

· On single Message Processor node:
o Before update, make the Message Processor unreachable.
o After update, make the Message Processor reachable.

Using a silent configuration file

You must pass a silent configuration file to the migration command. The silent configuration file should be the
same one you used to install SAP API Management Edge SP06.
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Procedure for updating to SP08 from a local repo

If your SAP API Management Edge nodes are behind a firewall, or in some other way are prohibited from
accessing the SAP API Management repository over the Internet, then you can perform the update from a local
repository, or mirror, of the SAP API Management repo.
After you create a local SAP API Management Edge repository, you have two options for updating SAP API
Management Edge from the local repo:
· Create a .tar file of the repo, copy the .tar file to a node, and then update SAP API Management Edge from the

.tar file.
· Install a webserver on the node with the local repo so that other nodes can access it. SAP API Management

provides the Nginx webserver for you to use, or you can use your own webserver.

To update from a local SP08 repo:
Create a local SP08 repo as described in "Create a local repository" at Install the Edge apigee-setup utility.

Note:
If you already have an existing SP06 repo, you can add the SP08 repo to it.

To install apigee-service from a .tar file:
Copy the .tar file to the node where you want to update Edge. For example, copy it to the /tmp directory
on the new node.
On the new node, untar the file to the /tmp directory:
> tar -xzf apigee-4.17.05.tar.gz

This command creates a new directory, named repos, in the directory containing the .tar file. For
example, /tmp/repos.
Install the Edge apigee-service utility and dependencies from /tmp/repos:
> sudo bash /tmp/repos/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/tmp/repos

Notice that you include the path to the repos directory in this command.

To install apigee-service using the Nginx webserver:
Configure the Nginx web server as described in "Install from the repo using the Nginx webserver" at
Install the Edge apigee-setup utility.
On the remote node, download the Edge bootstrap_4.17.05.sh file to /tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh:
> /usr/bin/curl http://uName:pWord@remoteRepo:3939/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh -o
/tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh

where uName:pWord are the username and password you set above for the repo, and remoteRepo is the
IP address or DNS name of the repo node.
On the remote node, install the Edge apigee-service utility and dependencies:
> sudo bash /tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh apigeerepohost=remoteRepo:3939
apigeeuser=uName apigeepassword=pWord apigeeprotocol=http://
where uName:pWord are the repo username and password.
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Use apigee-service to update the apigee-setup utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup update

Update the apigee-validate utility on the Management Server:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate update

Update the apigee-provision utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-provision update

Run the update utility on your nodes in the order described below in "Order of machine update" below:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c component -f configFile

The only requirement on the config file is that the configuration file must be accessible or readable by the
"apigee" user. For example, put the file in the /tmp directory on the node.

Use the “-c” option to specify the component to update. The list of possible components includes:
ldap = OpenLDAP

cs = Cassandra

zk = Zookeeper

qpid = qpidd

ps = postgresql

edge =All Edge components except Edge UI: Management Server, Message Processor,
Router, QPID Server, Postgres Server

ui = Edge UI

all = update all components on machine (only use for an Edge aio installation
profile or an API BaaS asa installation profile)

e = ElasticSearch

b = API BaaS Stack

p = API BaaS Portal

ebp = ElasticSearch, API BaaS Stack, and API BaaS Portal on the same node

Test the update by running the apigee-validate utility on the Management Server, as described in Test the
install.

To later rollback the update, use the procedure described in Rollback Process.

Order of machine update

The order that you update the machines in an Edge installation is important. The most important considerations
to an update are:
· You must update all Cassandra and ZooKeeper nodes before you update any other nodes.
· For any machine with multiple Edge components (Management Server, Message Processor, Router, QPID

Server but not Postgres Server), use the "-c edge" option to update them all at the same time.
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· If a step specifies that it should be performed on multiple machines, perform it in the specified machine order.

6.3.14.1 For a 1-host standalone installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the
form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Set the following iptables rule:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

Check the Qpid message queue:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until it has
processed all messages.
Update qpidd:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables:
> sudo iptables -F

Update postgresql:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Start postgresql:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Update LDAP:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update the remaining Edge components:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update Edge UI:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile
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6.3.14.2 For a 2-host standalone installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the
form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Set the following iptables rule on machine 2:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

Check the Qpid message queue on machine 2:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until it has
processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables on machine 2:
> sudo iptables -F

Update postgresql on machine 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Start postgresql on machine 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Update LDAP on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 2 and 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.3.14.3 For a 5-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the
form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile
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Set the following iptables rule on machine 4:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

Check the Qpid message queue on machine 4:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until it has
processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables on machine 4:
> sudo iptables -F

Repeat steps 3 through 6 on machine 5.
Update postgresql on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Start postgresql on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Repeat steps 8 and 9 on machine 5.
Update LDAP on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 4, 5, 1, 2, 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.3.14.4 For a 9-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the
form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Set the following iptables rule on machine 6:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

Check the Qpid message queue on machine 6:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until it has
processed all messages.
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Update qpidd on machine 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables on machine 6:
> sudo iptables -F

Repeat steps 3 through 6 on machine 7.
Update postgresql on machine 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Start postgresql on machine 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Repeat steps 8 and 9 on machine 7.
Update LDAP on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 6, 7, 8, 9, 1, 4, and 5 in that order:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.3.14.5 For a 13-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Note:
Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the
form: SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Set the following iptables rule on machine 12 and 13:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

Check the Qpid message queue on machine 12:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until it has
processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 12:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables on machine 12:
> sudo iptables -F

Repeat steps 2 through 6 on machine 13.
Note: Start edge-qpid-server if it fails.
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Update postgresql on machine 8:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Start postgresql on machine 8:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Repeat steps 7 and 8 on machine 9.
Update LDAP on machine 4 and 5:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 12, 13, 8, 9, 6, 7, 10, and 11 in that order:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 6 and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.3.14.6 For a 12-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper:
On machines 1, 2 and 3 in Data Center 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

On machines 7, 8, and 9 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Update qpidd:
Machines 4, 5 in Data Center 1

Set the following iptables rule on machine 4:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i
eth0 -j DROP

Check the Qpid message queue on machine 4:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until
it has processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables on machine 4:
> sudo iptables -F

Repeat steps 1 through 4 on machine 5.
Machines 10, 11 in Data Center 2
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Set the following iptables rule on machine 10:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i
eth0 -j DROP

Check the Qpid message queue on machine 10:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until
it has processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 10:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables on machine 10:
> sudo iptables -F

Repeat steps 1 through 4 on machine 11.

Update postgresql:
Machines 6 in Data Center 1
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Machines 12 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Update LDAP:
Machines 1 in Data Center 1
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Machines 7 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components:
Machines 4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3 in Data Center 1
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Machines 10, 11, 12, 7, 8, 9 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI:
Machine 1 in Data Center 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

Machine 7 in Data Center 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile
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6.3.14.7 For a 7-host SAP API Management BaaS installation

SAP API Management BaaS does not support the SMTPMAILFROM paramater so you do not have to add it to the
configuration file.
See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

You must add two new properties to the config file before you run the upgrade procedure:
# For a single data center, specify the same value as BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC.

BAAS_CASS_DC_LIST="dc-1"

# Defines the initial contact points for members of the BaaS cluster.

# Specify the IP address of no more than two Stack nodes.

BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS="dc-1:$IP4,dc-1:$IP5"

For a complete config file example, see SAP API Management BaaS Installation.

Update Cassandra on machine 5, 6, and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs -f configFile

Update ElasticSearch and API BaaS Stack on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c e,b -f configFile

Update API BaaS Portal on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c p -f configFile

6.3.14.8 For a 10-host SAP API Management BaaS installation

SAP API Management BaaS does not support the SMTPMAILFROM paramater so you do not have to add it to the
configuration file.
See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

You must add two new properties to the config file before you run the upgrade procedure:
# For a single data center, specify the same value as BAAS_CASS_LOCALDC.

BAAS_CASS_DC_LIST="dc-1"

# Defines the initial contact points for members of the BaaS cluster.

# Specify the IP address of no more than two Stack nodes.

BAAS_CLUSTER_SEEDS="dc-1:$IP4,dc-1:$IP5"
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For a complete config file example, see SAP API Management BaaS Installation.

Update Cassandra on machine 8, 9, and 10:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs -f configFile

Update ElasticSearch on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c e -f configFile

Update API BaaS Stack on machine 4, 5, and 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c b -f configFile

Update API BaaS Portal on machine 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c p -f configFile

6.3.14.9 For a non-standard installation

If you have a non-standard installation, then upgrade SAP API Management components in the following order:
ZooKeeper
Cassandra
qpidd, ps
LDAP
SAP API Management Edge, meaning the "-c edge" profile on all nodes in the order: nodes with Qpid server,
Postgres server, Management Server, Message Processors, Routers.

Note:
If the node has both Qpid server and Postgres server installed, run the "-c edge" profile step.

UI
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Update SAP API Management Edge SP04/SP05 to SP08

You can update Apigee Edge version SP04 and SP05 to SP08 using this procedure.
If you have a version of Edge before version SP04, then you must first migrate to version SP04 and then update to
version SP08.
· You can migrate Apigee Edge version SP03 to SP04.
· If you have a version of Edge before version SP03, then you must first migrate to version SP03 and then to

version SP04.
o If you are migrating from Edge version SP02 or later: Directly migrate to version SP02
o If you are migrating from Edge version SP01: You must first migrate to version SP02, and then migrate to

version SP03.

Who can perform the update

The user running the update should be the same as the user who originally installed SAP API Management Edge,
or a user running as root.
After you install the SAP API Management Edge RPMs, any user can configure them.

Which components must you update

You must update all Edge components. Edge does not support a setup that contains components from multiple
versions.

Downgrading Zookeeper if updating from SP04

The version of the Zookeeper RPM in Edge SP04 is apigee-zookeeper-3.4.5-1.0.905.noarch.rpm. In
subsequent versions of Edge, the Zookeeper version was changed back to apigee-zookeeper-3.4.5-
0.0.94x. This prevents yum from upgrading Zookeeper to a later version from SP04. The way to correct this
situation is to run yum downgrade apigee-zookeeper before updating Zookeeper.
You can check your Zookeeper version by using the following command:
> rpm -qa |grep apigee-zookeeper

If this command returns Zookeeper version:
apigee-zookeeper-3.4.5-1.0.905
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Automatic propagation of property settings

If you have set any properties by editing .properties files in /opt/apigee/customer/application, then
these values are retained by the update.

Update prerequisites

Take care of following prerequisites before upgrading SAP API Management Edge:
· Backup all nodes

Before you update, it is recommended to perform a complete backup of all nodes for safety reasons. Use the
procedure for your current version of Edge to perform the backup.
This allows you to have a backup plan, in case the update to a new version doesn’t function properly.

· Ensure Edge is running
Ensure that Edge is up and running during update process by using the command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all status

Handling a failed update

In the case of an update failure, you can try to correct the issue, and then run update.sh again. You can run the
update multiple times and it continues the update from where it last left off.
If the failure requires that you roll back the update to your previous version, see Rollback Process for more.

Note
The SAP API Management Edge all-in-one and 2-node topologies are designed for a getting started and
prototyping environments, not for production. Therefore, there is no rollback procedure for the all-in-one
and 2-node topologies. In the situation where the update of these topologies fails, and retrying the update
does not resolve the issue, the easiest option is to do a fresh install of SP08.

Logging update information

By default, the update.sh utility writes log information to:
/opt/apigee/var/log/apigee-setup/update.log

If the user running the update.sh utility does not have access to that directory, it writes the log to the /tmp
directory as a file named update_username.log.
If the user does not have access to /tmp, the update.sh utility fails.
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Required upgrade to Java JDK Version 8

This release of Edge requires that you have installed Java JDK version 8 on all Edge processing nodes. You can
install the Oracle JDK 8 or OpenJDK 8. If Java JDK 8 is not installed already, the update script can install it for you.
As part of the update to Java 8, some TLS ciphers are no longer available in Oracle JDK 8. For the complete list,
see the section "Default Disabled Cipher Suites"
at http://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/security/SunProviders.html.

Note:
This release of Edge does not support JDK 7. If you are currently using JDK 7 with Edge SP04, you must
upgrade to JDK 8. If you rollback the Edge SP08 installation, you can optionally reconfigure Edge to use
Java JDK 7.

Required to enable EPEL repo

You must enable Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux (EPEL) to install or update Edge. The command you use
depends on your version of RedHat/CentOS:
· For RedHat/CentOS 7.x:

> wget https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/epel-release-latest-7.noarch.rpm; rpm
-ivh epel-release-latest-7.noarch.rpm

· For RedHat/CentOS 6.x:
wget https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/epel-release-latest-6.noarch.rpm; rpm -
ivh epel-release-latest-6.noarch.rpm

Required addition of SMTMAILFROM configuration
paramater

SAP API Management Edge SP08 added a new required parameter to the configuration file used when you enable
an SMTP server. You must now set SMTPMAILFROM in the configuration file when enabling the SMTP server. This
parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Required if updating when using external
authentication

You can integrate an external directory service into an existing SAP API Management Edge. This feature is
designed to work with any directory service that supports LDAP, such as Active Directory, OpenLDAP, and others.
An external LDAP solution allows system administrators to manage user credentials from a centralized directory
management service, external to systems like SAP API Management Edge that use them.

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/technotes/guides/security/SunProviders.html
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When external authentication is enabled, most customers use the Active Directory SAM account name field as the
username for authentication, instead of an email address which is used by the Edge OpenLDAP server.

If you have integrated with an external directory service, then add the following line to your config file when
updating Edge to SP08:
IS_EXTERNAL_AUTH="true"

This line configures Edge to support an account name, rather than an email address, as the username.

Required upgrade to Qpid 1.35

This release contains a required update to Qpid 1.35. As part of updating a Qpid node, you must:
· Temporarily prevent Routers and Message Processors from writing to the Qpid node by blocking port 5672 on

the Qpid node. You can use the following command to block this port on the Qpid node:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

· Wait for the Qpid queue to empty of messages to ensure that the Qpid node has processed all messages
before the update. Use the following command to ensure that the Qpid message queue is empty:
>  qpid-stat -q

· Update the Qpid node.
· Unblock port 5672 on the Qpid node to allows access from Routers and Message Processors. You can use the

following command to unblock this port:
> sudo iptables -F

Note that if you are using iptables for other rules, you can use the -D option to reverse the specific change:
> sudo iptables -D INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

This process is described in detail below for each SAP API Management Edge topology.

Note
Most production installations of SAP API Management Edge use two Qpid nodes. When performing the
Qpid update, you update each node one at a time. This process ensures that one Qpid node is available to
handle messages from the Routers and Message Processors and no analytics data will be lost. However, if
your installation of Edge contains a single Qpid node, some analytics data will be lost while the Qpid node
is unavailable during the update.
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Required upgrade to Postgres 9.4

This release of Edge includes an upgrade to Postgres 9.4. As part of that upgrade, all Postgres data is migrated to
the Postgres 9.4.
During the update process, while the Postgres nodes are down for update, analytics data is still written to the Qpid
nodes. After the Postgres nodes are updated and back online, analytics data is then pushed to the Postgres
nodes.
Most Edge production systems use Postgres master-standby replication. If your current installation uses
Postgres master-standby replication, as part of the upgrade process you must install a new Postgres standby
node for the duration of the upgrade. After the upgrade completes, you can decommission the Postgres standby
node.
The additional Postgres standby node is required if you must roll back the update for any reason. If you must roll
back the update, the new Postgres standby node becomes the master Postgres node after the rollback.
Therefore, when you install the new Postgres standby node, it should be on a node that meets all the hardware
requirements of a Postgres server, as defined in the Edge Installation Requirements.

6.4.13.1 Installing a new Postgres standby node

This procedure creates a Postgres standby server on a new node. Ensure that you install a new Postgres standby
server for your existing version of Edge (SP04 or SP05), not for version SP06.
To perform the install, use the same config file that you used to install your current version of Edge.

To create a new Postgres standby node:
On the current Postgres master, edit the /opt/apigee/customer/application/postgresql.properties file to set
the following token. If that file does not exist, create it:
conf_pg_hba_replication.connection=host replication apigee existing_slave_ip/32
trust\ \nhost replication apigee new_slave_ip/32 trust

where existing_slave_ip is the IP address of the current Postgres standby server and new_slave_ip is the IP
address of the new standby node.

Restart apigee-postgresql on the Postgres master:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql restart

Verify that the new standby node was added by viewing the /opt/apigee/apigee-
postgresql/conf/pg_hba.conf file on the master. You should see the following lines in that file:
host replication apigee existing_slave_ip/32 trust
host replication apigee new_slave_ip/32 trust

Install the new Postgres standby server:
Edit the config file that you used to install your current version of Edge to specify the following:
# IP address of the current master:
PG_MASTER=192.168.56.103
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# IP address of the new standby node
PG_STANDBY=192.168.56.102

Disable SELinux as described at Install the Edge apigee-setup utility.
Download the SP05 build from SAP Market Place. The build will be in the format of "tar.gz". Most
probably you will get build like: apigee-4.16.05.tar.gz. Copy and extract the build to location of
your choice e.g. /opt/apigee/SP05
cp apigee-4.16.05.tar.gz  /opt/apigee/SP05

cd /opt/apigee/SP05

tar -xzvf apigee-4.16.05.tar.gz

After extracting (e.g. in directory /opt/apigee/SP05) you'll get a directory called "repos". Check for
bootstrap.sh file inside "repos" and run below command for apigee-service utility and dependencies:
sudo bash /<extraction_path>/repos/bootstrap.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/<extraction_path>/repos

If extraction_path = /opt/apigee/SP05, run:
sudo bash /opt/apigee/repos/bootstrap_4.16.05.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/opt/apigee/SP05/repos

Note: For SUSE, the name of bootstrap file is different. In case of suse you will run below command:
sudo bash /<extraction_path>/repos/bootstrap-suse_4.16.05.sh
apigeeprotocol="file://" apigeerepobasepath=/<extraction_path>/repos

sudo bash /opt/apigee/SP06/repos/bootstrap-suse_4.16.05.sh
apigeeprotocol="file://" apigeerepobasepath=/opt/apigee/SP06/repos

Note: If you are updating from 4.16.01, download the Edge bootstrap.sh file.

Use apigee-service to install the apigee-setup utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup install

Install Postgres:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ps -f configFile
On the new standby node run the following command:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-
check-standby

Validate that it says it is the standby.

6.4.13.2 Decommissioning a Postgres node

After the update completes, decommission the new standby node:

Make sure Postgres is running:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all status

If Postgres is not running, start it:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all start
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Get the UUID of the new standby node by running the following cURL command on the new standby node:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://<node_IP>:8084/v1/servers/self

You should see the UUID of the node at the end of the output, in the form:
"type" : [ "postgres-server" ],
"uUID" : "599e8ebf-5d69-4ae4-aa71-154970a8ec75"

Stop the new standby node by running the following command on the new standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all stop

On the Postgres master node, edit /opt/apigee/customer/application/postgresql.properties to remove the
new standby node from conf_pg_hba_replication.connection:
conf_pg_hba_replication.connection=host replication apigee existing_slave_ip/32
trust

Restart apigee-postgresql on the Postgres master:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql restart

Verify that the new standby node was removed by viewing the /opt/apigee/apigee-
postgresql/conf/pg_hba.conf file on the master. You should see only the following line in that file:
host replication apigee existing_slave_ip/32 trust

Delete the UUID of the standby node from ZooKeeper by making the following Edge management API call on
the Management Server node:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X DELETE
http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/servers/<new_slave_uuid>

Zero-downtime update

A zero-downtime update, or rolling update, lets you update your SAP API Management Edge installation without
bringing down Edge.
Zero-downtime update is only possible with a 5-node configuration and larger.

The key to zero-downtime upgrading is to remove each Router, one at a time, from the load balancer. You then
update the Router and any other components on the same machine as the Router, and then add the Router back
to the load balancer. For message processor behavior during start and stop check Section 7.5.3 in the SAP API
Management Technical Operations Guide.

Update the machines in the correct order for your installation as described below in "Order of machine
update".
When it is time to update the Routers, select any one Router and disable it from load balancer(s).
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Update the selected Router and all other SAP API Management Edge components on the same machine as
the Router. All Edge configurations show a Router and Message Processor on the same node.
Enable the Router on the load balancer(s) again.
Repeat steps 2 through 4 for the remaining Routers.
Continue the update for any remaining machines in your installation.

Take care of the following before/after update:
· On combined Router and Message Processor node:

o Before update – perform the following:
Make the Router unreachable.
Make the Message Processor unreachable.

o After update - perform the following:
Make the Router reachable.
Make the Message Processor reachable.

· On single Router node:
o Before update, make the Router unreachable.
o After update, make the Router reachable.

· On single Message Processor node:
o Before update, make the Message Processor unreachable.
o After update, make the Message Processor reachable.

Using a silent configuration file

You must pass a silent configuration file to the migration command. The silent configuration file should be the
same one you used to install SAP API Management Edge SP04/SP05.

Procedure for updating to SP08 from a local repo

If your SAP API Management Edge nodes are behind a firewall, or in some other way are prohibited from
accessing the SAP API Management repository over the Internet, then you can perform the update from a local
repository, or mirror, of the SAP API Management repo.
After you create a local SAP API Management Edge repository, you have two options for updating SAP API
Management Edge from the local repo:
· Create a .tar file of the repo, copy the .tar file to a node, and then update SAP API Management Edge from the

.tar file.
· Install a webserver on the node with the local repo so that other nodes can access it. SAP API Management

provides the Nginx webserver for you to use, or you can use your own webserver.
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To update from a local SP08 repo:
If you are currently using Postgres master-standby replication, install a new Postgres standby node as
described above in Installing a new Postgres standby node.

Create a local SP08 repo as described in "Create a local repository" at Install the Edge apigee-setup utility.

Note:
If you already have an existing SP04/SP05 repo, you can add the SP08 repo to it.

To install apigee-service from a .tar file:
Copy the .tar file to the node where you want to update Edge. For example, copy it to the /tmp directory
on the new node.
On the new node, untar the file to the /tmp directory:
> tar -xzf apigee-4.17.05.tar.gz

This command creates a new directory, named repos, in the directory containing the .tar file. For
example, /tmp/repos.
Install the Edge apigee-service utility and dependencies from /tmp/repos:
> sudo bash /tmp/repos/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/tmp/repos

Notice that you include the path to the repos directory in this command.

To install apigee-service using the Nginx webserver:
Configure the Nginx web server as described in "Install from the repo using the Nginx webserver" at
Install the Edge apigee-setup utility.

On the remote node, download the Edge bootstrap_4.17.05.sh file to /tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh:
> /usr/bin/curl http://uName:pWord@remoteRepo:3939/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh -o
/tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh

where uName:pWord are the username and password you set above for the repo, and remoteRepo is the
IP address or DNS name of the repo node.

On the remote node, install the Edge apigee-service utility and dependencies:
> sudo bash /tmp/bootstrap_4.17.05.sh apigeerepohost=remoteRepo:3939
apigeeuser=uName apigeepassword=pWord apigeeprotocol=http://
where uName:pWord are the repo username and password.

Use apigee-service to update the apigee-setup utility:
If you installed SP04 by upgrading Edge version SP03, you must install the apigee-setup utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup install

This command installs the update.sh utility in /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin.
If you already installed the apigee-setup utility, then update it:
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> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup update

If you installed SP04 directly, meaning you did not perform an upgrade from SP03, you must update the
apigee-setup utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup update

This update to apigee-service installs the update.sh utility in /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin.

If you installed SP05 directly or by update, you must update the apigee-setup utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup update

This update to apigee-service installs the update.sh utility in /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin.

Depending on your current version of Edge, you must either install or update the apigee-validate utility on
the Management Server:

If you are currently using Edge SP05: update the apigee-validate utility on the Management Server:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate update

If you are currently using Edge SP04: install the apigee-validate utility on the Management Server:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate install

Note:
If you have installed the apigee-validate utility on a Message Processor node when installing SP04, you
can update it by using the following command on that node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-validate update
However, as of SP05 and later, Apigee recommends that you install and run the apigee-validate utility on
the Management Server.
If you are upgrading from SP04: Edit the config file passed to the apigee-validate utility. In the SP04
Edge release, the config file used by apigee-validate require the following properties:
APIGEE_ADMINPW=sysAdminPword

MP_POD=gateway

REGION=dc-1

In this release, the config file only requires the APIGEE_ADMINPW property. You can remove the other
two properties from the file.

Update the apigee-provision utility:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-provision update

Run the update utility on your nodes in the order described below in "Order of machine update" below:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c component -f configFile

The only requirement on the config file is that the configuration file must be accessible or readable by the
"apigee" user. For example, put the file in the /tmp directory on the node.

Use the “-c” option to specify the component to update. The list of possible components includes:
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ldap = OpenLDAP

cs = Cassandra

zk = Zookeeper

qpid = qpidd

ps = postgresql

edge =All Edge components except Edge UI: Management Server, Message Processor,
Router, QPID Server, Postgres Server

ui = Edge UI

all = update all components on machine (only use for an Edge aio installation
profile or an API BaaS asa installation profile)

e = ElasticSearch

b = API BaaS Stack

p = API BaaS Portal

ebp = ElasticSearch, API BaaS Stack, and API BaaS Portal on the same node

Test the update by running the apigee-validate utility on the Management Server, as described in Test the
install.

If you installed a new Postgres standby node, decommission the node as described above
in Decommissioning a Postgres node.

To later rollback the update, use the procedure described in Rollback Process.

Order of machine update

The order that you update the machines in an Edge installation is important. The most important considerations
to an update are:
· You must update all Cassandra and ZooKeeper nodes before you update any other nodes.
· For any machine with multiple Edge components (Management Server, Message Processor, Router, QPID

Server but not Postgres Server), use the "-c edge" option to update them all at the same time.
· If a step specifies that it should be performed on multiple machines, perform it in the specified machine order.

6.4.17.1 For a 1-host standalone installation

For a 1-host installation, you do not have to create a new Postgres standby node.

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.
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Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the
form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

If updating from SP04, downgrade Zookeeper:
> yum downgrade apigee-zookeeper

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Set the following iptables rule:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

Check the Qpid message queue:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until it has
processed all messages.
Update qpidd:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables:
> sudo iptables -F

Update LDAP:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Stop Postgres Server, Qpid server, and PostgreSQL:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop

Update postgresql:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Update the Postgres database:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql db_upgrade

Update the remaining Edge components:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update Edge UI:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.4.17.2 For a 2-host standalone installation

For a 2-host installation, you do not have to create a new Postgres standby node.

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
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SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

If updating from SP04, downgrade Zookeeper on machine 1:
> yum downgrade apigee-zookeeper

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Set the following iptables rule on machine 2:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

Check the Qpid message queue on machine 2:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until it has
processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables on machine 2:
> sudo iptables -F

Update LDAP on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

Update postgresql on machine 2:
Stop Postgres Server, Qpid server, and postgresql:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop

Update postgresql:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Update the Postgres database:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql db_upgrade

Update Edge components on machine 2 and machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

6.4.17.3 For a 5-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.
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Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Update Qpid and Postgres on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid,ps -f configFile
Start postgresql on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql start

Repeat steps 3 and 4 on machine 5.
Update LDAP on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 4, 5, 1, 2, 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

6.4.17.4 For a 9-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company myco@company.com"

Ensure that you have installed a new Postgres standby node as described in Installing a new Postgres standby
node.
If updating from SP04, downgrade Zookeeper on macine 1, 2, and 3:
> yum downgrade apigee-zookeeper

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Set the following iptables rule on machine 6:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

Check the Qpid message queue on machine 6:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until it has
processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables on machine 6:
> sudo iptables -F

Repeat steps 5 through 8 on machine 7.

mailto:myco@company.com
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Update LDAP on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 6, 7, 1, 4, and 5 in that order:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

Update machines 8 and 9:
Stop Postgres server on machine 8:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

Stop Postgres server and postgresql on machine 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop

Stop Qpid server on machines 6 and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server stop

Stop Postgres server and postgresql on the new standby node that you added for rollback:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop

Update postgresql on machines 8:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Update the Postgres database on machine 8 (Postgres master only):
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql db_upgrade

Update postgresql on machines 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Start Postgres server server on machines 8 and 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server start

Start Qpid server server on machines 6 and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server start

Configure Postgres as a standby node by running the following commands on machine 9:
> cd /opt/apigee/data/apigee-postgresql/pgdata

> rm -rf *

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql setup-
replication-on-standby -f configFile

Verify the replication status by issuing the following scripts on both servers. The system should display
identical results on both servers to ensure a successful replication:
On the machine 8, the master node, run:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-
check-master

Validate that it says it is the master.
On machine 9, the standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-
check-standby
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Validate that it says it is the standby.
Update Edge components on machine 8 and 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Ensure that you decommission the new standby node by using the procedure in Decommissioning a Postgres
node.

6.4.17.5 For a 13-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.

Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Ensure that you have installed a new Postgres standby node as described in Installing a new Postgres standby
node.
If updating from SP04, downgrade Zookeeper on macine 1, 2, and 3:
> yum downgrade apigee-zookeeper

Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper on machine 1, 2, and 3:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Set the following iptables rule on machine 12:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s `hostname`  -i eth0 -j
DROP

Check the Qpid message queue on machine 12:
> qpid-stat -q

Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until it has
processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 12:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile

Flush iptables on machine 12:
> sudo iptables -F

Repeat steps 5 through 8 on machine 13.
Update LDAP on machine 4 and 5:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components on machine 12, 13, 6, 7, 10, and 11 in that order:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI on machine 6 and 7:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

Update machines 8 and 9:
Stop Postgres server on machine 8:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

Stop Postgres server and postgresql on machine 9:
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> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop

Stop Qpid server on machines 12 and 13:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server stop

Stop Postgres server and postgresql on the new standby node that you added for rollback:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop

Update postgresql on machines 8:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Update the Postgres database on machine 8 (Postgres master only):
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql db_upgrade

Update postgresql on machines 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile

Start Postgres server on machines 8 and 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server start

Start Qpid server server on machines 12 and 13:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server start

Configure Postgres as a standby node by running the following commands on machine 9:
> cd /opt/apigee/data/apigee-postgresql/pgdata

> rm -rf *

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql setup-
replication-on-standby -f configFile

Verify the replication status by issuing the following scripts on both servers. The system should display
identical results on both servers to ensure a successful replication:
On the machine 8, the master node, run:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-
check-master

Validate that it says it is the master.
On machine 9, the standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-
check-standby

Validate that it says it is the standby.
Update Edge components on machine 8 and 9:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Ensure that you decommission the new standby node by using the procedure in Decommissioning a Postgres
node.

6.4.17.6 For a 12-host clustered installation

See Installation Topologies for the list of Edge topologies and node numbers.
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Set SMTPMAILFROM in your configuration file if you have enabled SMTP on Edge. This parameter has the form:
SMTPMAILFROM="My Company <myco@company.com>"

Ensure that you have installed a new Postgres standby node as described in Installing a new Postgres standby
node.
Update Cassandra and ZooKeeper:

If updating from SP04, downgrade Zookeeper on macine 1, 2, and 3 in Data Center 1:
> yum downgrade apigee-zookeeper
On machines 1, 2 and 3 in Data Center 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile
If updating from SP04, downgrade Zookeeper on macine 7, 8, and 9 in Data Center 2:
> yum downgrade apigee-zookeeper
On machines 7, 8, and 9 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c cs,zk -f configFile

Update qpidd:
Machines 4, 5 in Data Center 1

Set the following iptables rule on machine 4:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s ̀ hostname`  -i eth0 -j DROP
Check the Qpid message queue on machine 4:
> qpid-stat -q
Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until
it has processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 4:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile
Flush iptables on machine 4:
> sudo iptables -F
Repeat steps 1 through 4 on machine 5.

Machines 10, 11 in Data Center 2
Set the following iptables rule on machine 10:
> sudo iptables -A INPUT -p tcp --destination-port 5672 ! -s ̀ hostname`  -i eth0 -j DROP
Check the Qpid message queue on machine 10:
> qpid-stat -q
Continue to check the queue until the count in the "msg" column is 0. You cannot upgrade Qpid until
it has processed all messages.
Update qpidd on machine 10:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c qpid -f configFile
Flush iptables on machine 10:
> sudo iptables -F
Repeat steps 1 through 4 on machine 11.

Update LDAP:
Machines 1 in Data Center 1
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> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile
Machines 7 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ldap -f configFile

Update Edge components:
Machines 4, 5, 1, 2, 3 in Data Center 1
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile
Machines 10, 11, 7, 8, 9 in Data Center 2
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile

Update UI:
Machine 1 in Data Center 1:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile
Machine 7 in Data Center 2:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ui -f configFile

Update machine 6 in Data Center 1 and and 12 in Data Center 2:
Stop Postgres server on machine 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop
Stop Postgres server and postgresql on machine 12:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop
Stop Qpid server on machines 4, 5, 10, and 11:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server stop
Stop Postgres server and postgresql on the new standby node that you added for rollback:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop
Update postgresql on machines 6:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile
Update the Postgres database on machine 6 (Postgres master only):
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql db_upgrade
Update postgresql on machines 12:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c ps -f configFile
Start Postgres server server on machines 6 and 12:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server start
Start Qpid server server on machines 4, 5, 10, and 11:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server start
Configure Postgres as a standby node by running the following commands on machine 12:
> cd /opt/apigee/data/apigee-postgresql/pgdata
> rm -rf *
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql setup-replication-on-standby -f
configFile
Verify the replication status by issuing the following scripts on both servers. The system should display
identical results on both servers to ensure a successful replication:
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On the machine 6, the master node, run:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-check-master
Validate that it says it is the master.
On machine 12, the standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-check-standby
Validate that it says it is the standby.

Update Edge components on machine 6 and 12:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/update.sh -c edge -f configFile
Ensure that you decommission the new standby node by using the procedure in Decommissioning a Postgres
node.

6.4.17.7 For a 7-host or 10-host SAP API Management BaaS
installation

Refer to SP06 API BaaS update procedure.

6.4.17.8 For a non-standard installation

If you have a non-standard installation, then upgrade SAP API Management components in the following order:
ZooKeeper
Cassandra
qpidd, ps
LDAP
SAP API Management Edge, meaning the "-c edge" profile on all nodes in the order: nodes with Qpid server,
Postgres server, Management Server, Message Processors, Routers.

Note:
If the node has both Qpid server and Postgres server installed, run the "-c edge" profile step.

UI
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Rollback Process

In the event of an error during an update to SAP API Management Edge SP08, you can roll back the component
that caused the error and then try the update again. For example, if the update to Postgres 9.4 fails, you can
rollback just the Postgres nodes and try the update again.
There are two scenarios where you might want to perform a rollback:

Rollback to an older release. For example, from SP08 to SP07.
Rollback to an older version in the same release.

Use the procedure below to perform a rollback for both scenarios.

Note
The Edge all-in-one and 2-node topologies are designed for a getting started and prototyping
environments, not for production. Therefore, there is no rollback procedure for the all-in-one and 2-node
topologies. In the situation where the update of these topologies fails, try the update procedure again. If
the update continues to fail after multiple attempts, then the easiest option is to do a fresh install of
SP08.

Who can perform the rollback

The user performing the rollback should be the same as the user who originally updated SAP API Management
Edge, or a user running as root.
By default, SAP API Management Edge components run as the user "apigee". In some cases, you might be
running SAP API Management Edge components as different users. For example, if the Router needs to access
privileged ports, such as those below 1000, then you must run the Router as root or as a user with access to those
ports. Or, you might run one component as one user, and another component as another user.

Which components can be rolled back

You should be aware of the following conditions when performing a rollback:
· To rollback any one of the following five components on a node, you must roll back any of the five installed on

the node. For example, if you have the Management Server, Route, and Message Processor installed on the
node, to roll back any one of them you must roll back all three.

The five components are:
o Management Server
o Router
o Message Processor
o Qpid Server
o Postgres Server
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· If your updating from SP04, do not rollback Cassandra. This release of SAP API Management Edge contains
an updated version of Cassandra. If you rollback the other components, leave Cassandra at the SP08 version.

To rollback components from SP08

This section contains the procedure to rollback SAP API Management Edge SP08 to a previous version. This
section is divided into two parts:
· Rolling back the Postgres update to version 9.4

The final part of every update procedure is to update Postgres nodes to version 9.4. If that update fails, then
you can use this procedure to rollback the update.

· Rolling back all other Edge components
Use this procedure to rollback any other Edge components.

6.5.3.1 To rollback the Postgres 9.4 update

To rollback the Postgres update when updating Postgres in a master-standby configuration, you:

· Promote the new standby node to become the Postgres master. The new Postgres master will be the same
version as your previous Edge installation.

· Configure the old standby node to be a standby node of the new master. The old standby node will be the
same version as your previous Edge installation.

· Register the new master and standby nodes with the analytics and consumer groups.

When you are done with the rollback, the old master node will no longer be necessary. You can then
decommission the old master node.

Note
If you are performing an update in an environment that uses a single Postgres node, such as the all-in-one
and 2-node topologies, there is no rollback procedure. In the situation where the update of these
topologies fails, try the update procedure again. If the update continues to fail after multiple attempts,
then the easiest option is to do a fresh install of SP08.

Make sure the new standby Postgres node is running:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all status

If Postgres is not running, start it:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all start

Make sure Postgres is stopped on the old master node and old standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all status

If Postgres is running, stop it:
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> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql stop

If installed, start Qpid on the old standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server start

Note:
In many configurations, the old standby node will only be hosting Postgres but not Qpid.

Promote the new standby node as the Postgres master:
 Promote the new standby node to be the new master:
> apigee-service apigee-postgresql promote-standby-to-master new_standby_IP
If prompted, enter the Postgres password for the 'apigee' user, which defaults to "postgres".

Edit the config file that you used to install your current version of Edge to specify the following:
# IP address of the new master:
PG_MASTER=new_standby_IP
# IP address of the old standby node
PG_STANDBY=old_standby_IP

Configure the new master:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql setup-
replication-on-master -f configFile

Rebuild the old standby node:
Edit the config file that you used to install your current version of Edge to specify the following:
# IP address of the new master:
PG_MASTER=new_standby_IP
# IP address of the old standby node
PG_STANDBY=old_standby_IP

Remove data directory on the old standby node:
> cd /opt/apigee/data/apigee-postgresql/pgdata
> rm -rf *

Reconfigure the old standby node to be a standby node of the new master:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql setup-
replication-on-standby -f configFile

Make sure Postgres is running on the old standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-all status

If it is not running, start it:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server start
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Verify that the new standby node was added by viewing the /opt/apigee/apigee-
postgresql/conf/pg_hba.conf file on the new master.

View the current analytics and consumer group information by running the following command on the
Management Server:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax

This command returns the analytics group name in the name field, and the consumer group name in the
name field under consumer-groups. It also returns the UUIDs of the old Postgres master and standby nodes
in the postgres-server field, and in the datastores field.

You should see output in the form:

{
  "name" : "axgroup-001",
  "properties" : {
  },
  "scopes" : [ "VALIDATE~test", "sgilson~prod" ],
  "uuids" : {
    "qpid-server" : [ "8381a053-433f-4382-bd2a-100fd37a1592", "4b6856ec-ef05-498f-

bac6-ef5f0d5f6521" ],
    "postgres-server" : [ "ab1158bd-1d59-4e2a-9c95-24cc2cfa6edc:27f90844-efab-4b32-
8a23-8f85cdc9a256" ]
  },
  "consumer-groups" : [ {
    "name" : "consumer-group-001",

    "consumers" : [ "8381a053-433f-4382-bd2a-100fd37a1592", "4b6856ec-ef05-498f-
bac6-ef5f0d5f6521" ],
    "datastores" : [ "ab1158bd-1d59-4e2a-9c95-24cc2cfa6edc:27f90844-efab-4b32-8a23-
8f85cdc9a256" ],
    "properties" : {     }
  } ],

  "data-processors" : {
  }
}

Get the UUID address of the old master by running the following cURL command on the old master node:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://<node_IP>:8084/v1/servers/self

You should see the UUID of the node at the end of the output, in the form:
"type" : [ "postgres-server" ],
"uUID" : "599e8ebf-5d69-4ae4-aa71-154970a8ec75"

Note: The edge-postgres-server  service must be running. If the Postgres server is not running, you can run
the following command on the Management Server to determine the UUID:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/servers?pod=analytics

The output of this command lists the UUID for the IP address of each Postres node.
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Repeat previous step to get the IP addresses of the old standby node and the new master.

Remove old master and standby nodes from the consumer group:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X DELETE

"http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax/axgroup-001/consumer-groups/consumer-
group-001/datastores/masterUUID,standbyUUID" -v

where axgroup-001 and consumer-group-001 are the default names of the analytics and consumer
groups. masterUUID,standbyUUID are in the same order as they appeared above when you viewed the
current analytics and consumer group information above. You might have to specify them as
standbyUUID,masterUUID.
The datastores property for consumer-groups should now be empty.

Remove the old master and standby nodes from the analytics group:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X DELETE
"http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax/axgroup-

001/servers?uuid=masterUUID,standbyUUID&type=postgres-server" -v

The postgres-server property under uuids should now be empty.

Register new PG master and standby nodes with the analytics and consumer groups:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d ''
"http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax/axgroup-
001/servers?uuid=masterUUID,standbyUUID&type=postgres-server" -v

> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d ''
"http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax/axgroup-001/consumer-groups/consumer-
group-001/datastores?uuid=masterUUID,standbyUUID" -v

Validate the analytics group:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax

You should see the UUIDs of the new master and standby nodes listed in the analytics group and the
consumer group.

Restart the Edge Management Server:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-management-server restart

Restart all Qpid servers:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server restart

Restart all Postgres servers:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-postgres-server restart
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Verify the replication status by issuing the following scripts on both servers. The system should display
identical results on both servers to ensure a successful replication:
On the the new master, run:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-check-
master

Validate that it says it is the master.

On the old standby node:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-postgresql postgres-check-
standby

Validate that it says it is the standby.

Repeat the previous step after making several API requests to ensure that the nodes are in sync.

Decommission the old Postgres master using the procedure in Updating SAP API Management Edge to SP08.

Note:
If the old master node was running Qpid, you can leave that server up to run Qpid. Ensure that it is running. If
not, start it:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-management-server start

Alternatively, you can uninstall Qpid from the old master and install Qpid on the new master node, as
described below. After uninstalling Qpid, you can decommission the old master node.

6.5.3.2 Uninstal Qpid from the old master and install Qpid on
the new master

Use the following procedure to uninstall Qpid from the old master and install it on the new master:
Block access to Qpid port 5672 on the old master from access by Message Processors by running the
following command on all Message Processors:
> iptables -A OUTPUT -p tcp -d  10.233.147.20 --dport 5672 -j DROP

Ensure that the Qpid message queue is empty by running the following command. You cannot uninstall Qpid
until it has processed all pending messages:
> qpid-stat -q

This command displays a table containing a count for msg, msgIn, and msgOut. All messages will have been
processed when msg=0, and msgIn=msgOut.

Determine the UUID of the Qpid server on the old master by running the following command on the old
master. Save this information for later in the procedure:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://<node_IP>::8083/v1/servers/self
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Stop Qpid on the old master:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server stop

> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-qpidd stop

Uninstall Qpid server:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-qpid-server uninstall
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-qpidd uninstall

Remove the old Qpid server from the analytics and consumer groups:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X DELETE -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
''  "http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax/axgroup-001/consumer-
groups/consumer-group-001/consumers/qpid_UUID" -v

> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X DELETE

"http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax/axgroup-
001/servers?uuid=qpid_UUID&type=qpid-server" -v

Remove the old Qpid server from Zookeeper:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X DELETE http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/servers/qpid_UUID

Install Qpid on the new master:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p qs -f configFile

Determine the UUID of the Qpid server on the new master by running the following command on the new
master. Save this information for later in the procedure:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password http://<node_IP>::8083/v1/servers/self

Register the new Qpid server with the analytics and consumer groups:
> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d ''

"http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax/axgroup-
001/servers?uuid=qpid_UUID&type=qpid-server" -v

> curl -u sysAdminEmail:password -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/json" -d
''  "http://<ms_IP>:8080/v1/analytics/groups/ax/axgroup-001/consumer-
groups/consumer-group-001/consumers?uuid=qpid_UUID" -v

Restart all Message Processors:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-message-processor restart

Run the following command on the new Qpid server to check that queues were created:
> qpid-stat -q

Ensure that you see msg, msgIn, and msgOut being updated as the Qpid server processes messages.
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To rollback individual components from SP08

As part of performing the rollback, you must download the bootstrap.sh file for your current version of Edge:
· For rolling back to SP07, download bootstrap_4.17.01.sh

· For rolling back to SP06, download bootstrap_4.16.09.sh

· For rolling back to SP05, download bootstrap_4.16.05.sh

· For rolling back to SP04, download bootstrap.sh

For each node hosting a component to roll back:
Stop the component to rollback:

If you are rolling back any one of the following components, you must stop them all: Management Server,
Router, Message Processor, Qpid Server, or Postgres Server:
> apigee-service edge-management-server stop

> apigee-service edge-router stop
> apigee-service edge-message-processor stop
> apigee-service edge-qpid-server stop
> apigee-service edge-postgres-server stop

If you are rolling back any other component, stop just that component:
> apigee-service comp stop

Uninstall the component to rollback:
If you are rolling back any of the following components, then uninstall them all: Management Server,
Router, Message Processor, Qpid Server, or Postgres Server:
> apigee-service edge-gateway uninstall

If you are rolling back any other component, uninstall just that component
> apigee-service comp uninstall

If you are rolling back the Router, then you have to delete the contents of /opt/nginx/conf.d:
> cd  /opt/nginx/conf.d

> rm -rf *

To rollback the component:
Uninstall the SP08 version of apigee-setup:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup uninstall

Download bootstrap.sh provided for SP04, SP05, SP06 or SP07 release:
For example, for SP06:

Download the SP06 build from SAP Market Place. The build will be in the format of "tar.gz". Most
probably you will get build like: apigee-4.16.09.tar.gz. Copy and extract the build to location
of your choice e.g. /opt/apigee/SP06
cp apigee-4.16.09.tar.gz  /opt/apigee/SP06

cd /opt/apigee/SP06

tar -xzvf apigee-4.16.09.tar.gz
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After extracting (e.g. in directory /opt/apigee/SP06) you'll get a directory called "repos". Check for
bootstrap.sh file inside "repos" and run below command for apigee-service utility and
dependencies:
sudo bash /<extraction_path>/repos/bootstrap.sh apigeeprotocol="file://"
apigeerepobasepath=/<extraction_path>/repos

If extraction_path = /opt/apigee/SP06, run:
sudo bash /opt/apigee/SP06/repos/bootstrap_4.16.09.sh
apigeeprotocol="file://" apigeerepobasepath=/opt/apigee/SP06/repos

Note: For SUSE, the name of bootstrap file is different. In case of suse you will run below command:
sudo bash /<extraction_path>/repos/bootstrap-suse_4.16.09.sh
apigeeprotocol="file://" apigeerepobasepath=/<extraction_path>/repos

sudo bash /opt/apigee/SP06/repos/bootstrap-suse_4.16.09.sh
apigeeprotocol="file://" apigeerepobasepath=/opt/apigee/SP06/repos

Install the SP04, SP05 or SP06 version of apigee-setup:
> /opt/apigee/SP06/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service apigee-setup install

Install the SP04, SP05, SP06 or SP07 version of the component:
> /opt/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p comp -f configFile
where comp is the component to install and configFile is your SP04, SP05 or SP06 configuration file.

If you are rolling back Qpid, flush iptables:
> sudo iptables -F

To rollback the component to a specific version of the SP08 release:

Download the specific component version:
> /<instal_dir>/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service comp-version install

where comp-version is the component and version to install. For example:
> /<instal_dir>/apigee/apigee-service/bin/apigee-service edge-ui-4.17.05-
0.0.3749 install

If you are using the Apigee online repo, you can determine the available component versions by using the
following command:
> yum --showduplicates list comp

For example:
> yum --showduplicates list edge-ui

Use apigee-setup to install the component:
> /<install_dir>/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p comp -f configFile
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For example:
> /<install_dir>/apigee/apigee-setup/bin/setup.sh -p ui -f configFile

Note how you only specify the component name when you do the install.
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7 Glossary

Term
Definition

Gateway API Platform

API An "Application Programming Interface" is a technology architecture that
makes it easy for one application to consume capabilities or data from
another application. APIs enable developers to easily access and reuse
application logic built by other developers.

API Proxy A type of application that runs on SAP API Management and exposes a facade
for one or more APIs, generic HTTP services.
An API proxy is implemented as a set of configuration files, policies, and code
that rely on a set of resources provided by SAP API Management Services.
API proxies can be generated and configured using the SAP API Management
UI, or they can be implemented locally in a text editor or IDE.

API base path and resources APIs defined by network addresses and URIs. An API is made up of a "base
path" and a set of "API resources". Every API proxy defines a base path and,
optionally, multiple API resource paths. You can think of an API simply as a
set of URIs, all of which share a common base path.

API Product A collection of API resources (URIs) combined with a quota, or 'service plan',
which is published to app developers at design time. API products can in turn
be bundled into API packages.
An API key is bound to one or more API products, enforcing a binding between
an app and the bundle of URIs that the app is permitted to consume.

API package A collection of API products that are presented to developers as a bundle, and
typically associated with a rate plan.

Apps Your developers use apps to access the resources in your API products. When
you create an app, you select the API product to include, and SAP API
Management generates a key. Each app has a single key that provides access
to multiple API products. Apps allow you to control who can access your
resources. You can control who has access to your API products by revoking
and refreshing an app's key. And you can control access to bundles of
resources by revoking or deleting access to the products in an app.

Environment A runtime execution context for API proxies. An API proxy must be deployed
to an environment before the API it exposes is accessible over the network.
By default, organizations are provisioned with two environments: 'test' and
'prod'.
· The 'test' environment is typically used for deploying API proxies during

development.
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The 'prod' environment is typically used for promoting API proxies from the
test environment after they have been fully developed and tested.

Organization A container for all the objects in the SAP API Management account, including
API proxies, API products, API packages, apps, and developers.
A user account is required for each organization for which you are a member.
(Most users will have an account in only one organization.) You need to supply
your credentials (username and password) and the name of your organization
with each API request you submit.

Policy A processing step that executes as an atomic, reusable unit of logic within an
API proxy processing flow.
Typical policy-based functionality includes transforming message formats,
enforcing access control, calling remote services for additional information,
masking sensitive data from external users, examining message content for
potential threats, caching common responses to improve performance, and
so on.
Policies may be conditionally executed based on the content or context of a
request or response message. For example, a transformation policy may be
executed to customize a response format if the request message was sent
from a smartphone.

Resource
path

A RESTful concept, a resource path is a uniform resource identified (URI) that
identifies the network path to a given resource.

Version The version of the developer-facing API interface. For
example,pivotaltracker.com/services/v3  (This term is distinguished from
‘revision’, which is the numbered, version-controlled package of configuration
and policies bundled into an API Proxy. In short, API interfaces have versions,
while API Proxies have revisions.
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